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INSTRUCTION 
DISK INSTRUCTIONS 
To get the best from your copy of Disk 
User, please carefully read the 
instructions below. We have made 
Disk User able to run on a very wide 
range of systems. 

One point to note is that we 
strongly recommend copying the 
disk on to a blank formatted disk 
before you use it. You should use 
this copy as your working copy, and 
keep the original as the back-up. 
Many of the programs require to write 
to the disk, and doing this will 
diminish the usefulness of the 
original. 

40 Track Drive Systems 
Disk User is supplied on a 40 track 
disk so will work on any 40 track BBC 
micro system (at least, any that we 
know of!) straight away. Remember to 
make a working copy before use. 

40180 Switchable Drives 
If you have this sort of drive, you can 
use Disk User straight away with the 
drive switched to the 40 track setting; 
don't forget to make a copy for normal 
use. However, you may wish to copy 
the disk on to 80 track format, in 
which case, with a single drive, you 
should follow the instructions for 80 
track systems. 

With two switchable drives, or one 
switchable drive set to 40 track and 
an 80 track drive (or even a 40 track 
drive and an 80 track drive), you can 
easily copy Disk User on to 80 tracks; 
put Disk User into drive 0 (40 tracks) 

and a blank formatted 80 track disk 
into drive 1 (80 tracks) and type: 
*COPY 0 1 *.* <RETURN > 
Here < RETURN > means hitting the 
return key. You can set the boot option 
to drive one by typing: 
*DRIVE 1 <RETURN > 
*OPT 4 3< RETURN> 

80 Track Drives 
Because Disk User is supplied as a 
40 track disk, 80 track disk drives 
have to double-step through the disk. 
Probably the most convenient thing 
to do is to copy Disk User on to 80 
track format. This can be done in two 
ways. 

If your filing system allows 
double-stepping, we recomend using 
the system's own command. As a 
general rule, built-in 40-to-80 track 
converters should be used where 
available; the documentation for your 
filing system or ul:ility ROM will give 
full instructions, and we give 
suggestions for some better-known 
systems further on). 

Not all filing systems have 
facilities for double-stepping; Acorn's 
DFS is one such system. To 
overcome this, a program called 
CHANGE is supplied on the Disk 
User disk in a section which can be 
accessed by 80 track drives. 

Using CHANGE 
Insert Disk User into an 80-track drive 
(or 40/80 switched to 80-track) and 
type: 
*CHANGE < RETURN > 
The program will prornpt you to insert 
a pre-formatted blank 80 track disk 
when it is ready to write to it (you will 
have to swap back and forward 
between the two disks several times 
if you are using or~ly one drive). Once 
this is completed, you can use the 
newly created 80-track version of Disk 
User and keep the original as the 
back-up. 

Our suggestions on how to use 
Disk User on some popular DFSs 
now follow. 

Master 128 
This Acorn DFS has a software 
double stepping mode for a 80 track 
drive. Set it with the command 

*DRIVE 0 40 < RETURN > 
and then hit c BREAK> 
Disk User will then work without any 
need for conversion. However this 
may not allow writing to the disk in 40 
track mode; in any case, you should 
make a working copy, so copy to a 80 
track disk. 
DFS on Master Compact 
The DFS is supplied as an image on 
some versions of the Master Compact 
Welcome disk (or is available from 
Acorn on disk) and 'this may be used 
in conjunction with a 5% inch 40 track 
disk drive to run Disk User.Please 
note that we cannot at present 
supply Disk User on a 3l/2 inch disk 
(if there is ufficient demand, we may 
be able to in the future). 

Opus DDOSlChallenger 3 
If you are using the Opus DDOS disk 
filing system or Challenger 1.OlDDOS 
then issue the command 
*4080 AUTO < RETURN > 
or 
*ENABLE 40180 < RETURN > 
and Disk User will work without any 
need for conversion. 

Challenger 3 
If you have the later "ROM version 
Challenger 1.1 then issue the 
command 
*OPT 8,1 <RETURN > 
to achieve the same result. Disk User 
will work effectively from the RAM 
disk. Use 
"COPY 0 4 *.* 
'CONFIG 4=0 
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'OPT 4 3 
to run from RAM disk 

Solidisk DFS 
With the Solidisk DFS 2.1 and 2.0 you 
can set a software double stepping 
mode for a 80 track drive with the 
command 
*ENABLE 80 <RETURN > 
Disk User will then work without any 
need for conversion. 

Watford DFS 
The Watford DFSs also have a 
software double stepping mode for an 
80 track drive. Consult vour manual 

Disk User files 
All change - 40 track to 80 track 
convertor. 
files: 
CHANGE machine code file. *RUN 
Disk User - Disk magazine title 
page animation. 
author: Abbas files: 
P. RUNDISC BASIC file A. DISC 
machine code file 
Menu - Easy selection of the soft- 
ware. 
author: Matthew Fifield files: 
MENU BASlC file 
Disk User Music - The new loading 
theme. - -. 

for the appropriate F X  call or author: lan Waugh files: 1 
command. Disk User will then work LOADER BASlC file THEME data file 
without any need for conversion. Spock's &to Menu - The logical 1 

Disk failure 
If for any reason your copy of Disk 
User will not work on your system 
then please carefully re-read the 
instructions given above. 
If you still experience problems then: 
1. If you are a subscriber, return it to: 
Disk User, Infonet, Times House, 
179 The Marlowes, Hemel 
Hempstead; 
2. If you bought it from a newsagents, 
return i t  to Disk User 
Replacements, Discopy Labs, 20 
Osyth Close, Brack Mills, 
Northampton NN4 ODY before 1st 
January 1988. You can make 
telephone enquiries about Disk User 
on 01 437 0626 I~ lease ask for Disk 
User Editorial). ~nquir ies in writing Save Your Bacon! - Simply addic- 
will be dealt with as promptly as tive chase game. possible and replacement disks sent author: C. Lawson & B. wakefield out immediately. Please use files: 
appropriate packaging, Bacon BASIC file Bacon1 BASIC file st~ffener at least, when returning a machine code file Bacon3 
disk. Do not send back your copy of machine code file the magazine. Only the disk please. Ravenskull Map - Helpful colour 

Disk Hints 
g YOU can speed up your disk access, 

speeds by issuing the software 
command: *FX255,15 < RETURN > 
The effect lasts until 
<CTRL><BREAK> is pressed. 
This extra speed is only possible with 
the latest disk drives - the half-height 
and slimline drive types. 

map on-screen. 
author: See Floppy Fun files: 
MAP BASlC file LllTLE data file 
CASTLE data file 
NOTE! this program does not oper- 
ate correctly on the Master 128 

Disk Overlays - Tutorial on putting 
your disk files to good use. 
author: J.Garland files: 
OVERLAY BASlC file 1 BASlC file 2 
BASlC file 3 BASlC file 4 BASlC file 
END BASlC file 
Find and Replace - Switch strings 
quickly and simply. 
author: J. Kelk files: 
S.F and R BASICIAssembler source 
file 

Animation - The letter F is moti- 
vated by Abbas. 
author: Abbas files: 
F.ALPHA machine code file P.RUNf 
BASlC file 
Character Editor - Change your 
character set. 
author: M~chael Spalter files: 
CHEDIT BASlC file 

solution. 
author: Tom Weiss files: 
SPOCK BASlC file 
Magic Wall - Deceptively simple, a 
mind boggling puzzle. 
author: D. F. Catlin files: 
WALL BASlC file 
Arkanoid Cheat - Help for batty 
people. 
author: See Floppy Fun files: 
LIST1 BASlC file 
Thrust Cheat - Select no. of lives, 
level, etc. 
author: See Floppy Fun files: 
LIST3 BASlC file 
Disk Functions Library - Essential 
collec1:ion of routines. 
author: Dov S. Rosner files: 
B.librat-y BASlC file 
Quickstep Demo - Advert for 
Graphics Construction Set. 
author: F. Munkert files: 
SAMPL2 data file SAMPL2x machine 
code file 

Note:- To exit from the demon- 
stration just press the SHIFT key. 

l 
l 

Details on how to purchase the 
Graphics Construction Set are in 
the SOFTWARE SERVICES at the 
back of the mag. l 

ADFS Users 
All files on this disk except SPOCK 
(a DFS only menu) and LIST3 work 
perfectly with ADFS. The other two 
make use of ,the *DRIVE and *DISC 
commands, which may be available 
to your machine on an ADFS utility 
package. "DRIVE can, in some cases, 
be replaced with a "DIR: <drive> 
command. 

Note:- Disk User almost fills a 40 
track disk. Any software that may I 

need extra disk space to save 
information must be copied onto a 
blank disk. i.e. S.FandR. 
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DISK NEWS 

Nidd Valley digital art 
Nidd Valley have produced a disk- 
based art package called The Illus- 
trator. A versatile package - Nidd 
Valley call it a "graphics development 
program", as it produces some very 
impressive drawings, illustrations 
and even technical diagrams. 

Being disk based, there is no 
need to open your Beeb up and fit a 
ROM inside, and it works with their 
own Nidd Valley Digimouse, which 
is completely compatible with the 
vast range of Mouse driven software 
from Nidd Valley and other Beeb 
software producers such as Watford 
and AMX. 

The Illustrator includes an exten- 
sive library of designs, plus the 

facility to design and save your own 
icons, patterns, fonts and brush 
styles, and being window driven, it is 
a doddle to use as well! 

Where The Illustrator really sets 
itself apart from the competition is 
with the quality of the dumps avail- 
able - many printer dump programs 
look squashed, and are often very 
faint - The Illustrator's integral printer 
durr~p package creates high reso- 
lution printouts in a choice of 4 sizes 
with two densities. 

Contact Nidd Valley using 
their Freepost address at, Wether- 
by, West Yorkshire, LS23 7YP. 
Telephone (0937) 844661 for more 
details. 

Talking Turtle 
Logotron have recently produced an 
audio cassette tape called "Logo 
Comes of Age" for Educational Policy 
Makers, LEA Computer Advisers and 
Advisory teachers. It attempts to 
answer the many questions regarding 
this tried and tested school's lan- 
guage in a cleverly laid out and 
flashy audio presentation. 

Logotron have always taken the 
view that educational issues take 
precedence over technological ones, 
and their tape approaches the thorny 
subject of educational computing 
from a strictly educational stand- 
point. 

It has a lot to say for itself, and is 
surprisingly, impartial about the 
advice it gives - considering they 
are probably the biggest suppliers of 
the Logo language and its associ- 
ated items to the world of education. 

Contact Logotron at Dales 
Brewery, Gwydir Street, Cam- 
bridge, CB1 2LJ. Telephone (0223) 
323656 for more information. 

Arty Reading 
A new book called Microcom~uter 
Graphics, by Prof. Michael ~ a t t y ,  
has been released by Chapman and 
Hall books - Providing a readable, 
and enjoyable introduction to the art 
and science of creating pictures 
using the BBC Micro - although it 
isn't a Beeb specific book, we 
hasten to add. 

Professor Batty skilfully combines 
information on technical aspects and 
programming principles with an 
"appropriate" emphasis on art and 
design. 

As soon as "technique" is mas- 
tered, it is elaborated into a program 
from which the user can produce a 
piece of art (all be it a picture or a 
design) that is both well-structured 
and visually appealing. 

Prof. Batty goes into great detail 
about Fractals, Computer Land- 
scapes and Animation. There are full 
BBC BASIC listings given in the 
book as well! All in all, .the book 
weighs in at a hefty 344 pages, and 
for E l  4.95 for the paperback version, 
doesn't seem too expensive either. 

Contact: Chapman and Hall 
at 11 New Fetter Lane, London, 
EC4P 4EE. 
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the fact that the Master 512 uses 80 
track disk drives, whilst the IBM PC 
uses 40 track drives. 

The truth of the matter is that the 
360K Disk format suffers a "major 
design defect" - in that there is 
insufficient space allowed after the 
index hole and before the first sector 
of the disk. The DlSK program writes 
less than 50 bytes, whilst most PC's 
expect 150 or more. 

BAKsoft's utility, DOScopy, for- 
mats disks on 80 track drives which 
are almost always readable on !BM 
PC 40 track drives; The utility also 
copies files between BBC and PC 
formats with full wildcard facilities, 
and is much faster than Acorn's 
GETFILE and PUTFILE routines. 

Contact BAKsoft at 20 Leys 
Avenue, Cambridge, CB4 2AW. 

In Two Minds.. . 
Zaphod software announced the 
availability of a utility package for 
users who need to transfer existing 
BBC Micro files to an Archie. 

Called "Beeb to Ark", this pack- 
age links a BBC B with DFS to an 
Archirnedes by a supplied data cable 
and a disc based program, it pro- 
vides all the necessary menu driven 
software to transfer the files. 

Contact Zaphod Software, 
Floor 1, 17 Howe Street, Edin- 
burgh, EH3 6TE. Telephone (031) 
556 4056 for more details. 

BAKing up 
BAKsoft have contacted us about 
the DlSK utility program supplied 
with the Acorn 512 upgrade to 

2 format disks to IBM PC standard. In 
the expectation that users would be 
able to use these disks on IBM PC's 
or cornpatibles, often such disks fail 
to work properly - some users 
thinking that the problem lies behind 

BBC to Archimedes 
conversion? 
Tubelink, the popular BBC Micro 
database on PRESTEL, have re- 
leased a version of Archimedes BBC 
BASlC for the BBC Micro. 

Available as either a disk or a 
ROM, Advanced BASlC attempts to 
fully emulate the Archimedes' im- 
plementation of BBC.BASIC which 
has "friendly" extensions such as 
CASE declarations, extended colour 
commands, circles, ellipses, ad- 
vanced editing options, the "install" 
command, the "Mouse" commands 
(not forgetting the famous WHILE 
ENDWHILE structure). 

Advanced BASlC costs E29.95 
and is available from Tubelink, 
P.O. Box 641, London, NW9 8TF. 
Telephone 01 205 9393. 

Scrambled Chips 
A new utility ROM is available from 
Number 3 Software. Called The 
Scrambler, this ROM will help owners 
of BBC Micros and BBC Masters to 
comply with the security require- 
ments of the Data Protection Act. 
The ROM costs £9.95. 

The Scrambler is menu driven, 
and encodes files (these can be 
BASlC programs, text files, data- 
base records and so on ...) Each 
ROM has its own password and 
scrambles the data so that no one 
can have a look at what is on your 
disk without them knowing the pass- 
word first. 

The program is intelligent enough 
to recognise BASlC files from text 
f~les and so on, so the decoding 
process is completely automatic. 

Contact Number 3 software 
at 3 Dairy Farm Court, Attle- 
borough, Norfolk, NR17 2BT. Tele- 
phone Attleborough 454902. 

Watford make the Best 
of both worlds 
Times are changing fast for the 
floppy disk, and whilst the current 
standard for the BBC B and Master 
Series is the 5" inch disk, the future 
standard for future machines will 
most certainly be the smaller; faster 
and (possibly) more reliable 3'/2 inch 
disks - now a standard feature of 
both the Master Compact and the 
Archimedes Series. 

To support the past and cope 
with the future, Watford Electronics 
have designed their own plinth- 
mounted disk system - called the 
DP35 800S, it contains both the 5% 
inch and the 3% inch drive formats 
as well as offer a firm and rigid 
support for a monitor on top. With 
the BBC Micro underneath, the 
plinth makes a surprisingly small 
footprint on the desk giving you 
niore space to work on. 

The 5" inch disk drive is 40/80 
track switchable, and it has its very 
own power supply running indepen- 
dently of the BBC Micro or Master. 

Watford's new plinth enables 
users to read, write and format disks 
in DFS and ADFS format - currently 
the accepted standard for the Master 
Compact and the Acorn Archimedes, 
it also enables the user to read disks 
written for the Archimedes, or vice 
versa. 

The DP35 800s costs £1 75 and is 
available from Watford Electronics. 

Contact Watford Electronics, 
Jessa House, 250 Lower High 
Street, Watford, Herts. Telephone 
(0923) 37774 for more details. 
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Compact problem 
I am writing to you in desperation 
hoping you can shed some light on 

- our problem. We bought a BBC 
Master Compact for our children 
and, becoming increasingly frus- 
trated at the lack of software on 3.5" 
disk, we decided to invest in a 5.25" 
drive. We purchased a Cumana 
switchable 40/80 and appropriate 
lead. We were given a Master 128 
DFS because our Welcome disk did 
not contain the DFS image. 

We bought a Model B educational 
disk which refused to run. We then 
bought Disk User but the only way I 
can load it is to do a DRIVE 1 and 
*EXEC !BOOT. And that's as far as 
we got, a 'disc error 18' appearing 
on screen. 

Would it make any difference if 
the DFS was the proper one for the 
Compact? 
P. Hunt Oxfordshire 
Some interesting points here. The 
Master 1770 DFS with which you 
were supplied should work correctly 
with the Compact. The educational 
disk you bought did not work on 
your system, nor would it on any 
1770 DFS on any BBC, because of 
the disk protection routines used on 
it. There are still a good many disks 
being sold from back catalogues 
which have this type of self-defeating 

l protection (designed for the old 
8271 type disk interfaces). Naturally 
in your case it constitutes a disk 
which doesn't work and you can 

return it for a replacement or, failing 
that, a refund. 

The second drive unit is just that 
to begin with, treated as drives 1 and 
3 by the Disk Filing System. How- 
ever you can reconfigure the drives 
using the DIP switches, both on the 
3.5" drive inside the Compact and 
the 5.25" external drive. The com- 
pany who supplied the hardware will 
be able to advise you. In this way the 
external drive becomes drive 0 and 
SHIFTIBREAK will boot the Disk 
User menu. 

Disk error 18 usually indicates 
that the disc format and drive format 
are incon-~patible. Disk User comes 
on a 40 track disk so make sure 
your'e drive switch is over the right 
way. 

Graphics mystery 
I have found out why the Abbas 
animations do not work on my 
machine. I have expanded my BBC B 
computer with a Watford ROM/RAM 
board. This caused overheating 
problems in the Signetics 6502 
CPU. I therefore replaced this chip 
with a Rockwell 65C02 (3Mhz) 
CMOS CPU. Your graphics software 
doesn't run properly with this CPU 
installed. If I insert my old 6502 CPU 
then the graphics run perfectly. 
J.Crouchley Nottingham 
Very interesting. This is the first time 
we've come across this problem. 
Disk User isn't designed to be Tube 
compatible so any 65C02 processor 

may cause problems. However many 
of Disk User's programs will run 
perfectly well across the Tube so it's 
worth switching on and giving them 
a try. 

Back 'em up 
Well done! Each issue of Disk User is 
better than the last. I particularly 
liked the Rescue utility, a straight- 
forward program which enables 
deleted programs to be recovered, 
prov~ding the instructions in the 
article are carefully follo wed. 

Fortunately I did read the article 
before loading and running the pro- 
gram. If I hadn't I probably would 
have wiped the disk. At least you 
had the forethought not to include 
the program on the menu. 

Perhaps I am being unfair, but I 
would suggest that you make such 
programs start with a brief intro- 
duction and/or warning. 
B. M. Phillips Cumbria 
Point taken. We felt that leaving the 
program off the menu was enough 
to deter readers from running the 
program without consulting the in- 
structions. And we were.. . wrong in 
a number of instances! Many of the i 

most useful disk utilities we pub- < 

lish are potentially harmful to data on 
the disk so we must repeat again 
that your first action after taking Disk 
User out of the plastic wrapping 
should be to back up the disk. This 
goes for any valuable software you 
have. And keep the original in a safe 
place, only ever using the copy. 
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MAGIC WALL 
Meet the Magic Wall puzzle challenge and win a -,> I. 

I year's subscription to your favourite magazine! ' '. a ,  - 
* '\ 

In the next issue of Disk User, issue 
6, April/May out on the 18th March 
1988, we will publish the solution to 
the Magic Wall. If, before the closing 
date of 25th January 1988, you have 
solved this Rubik Wall then send it 
in to the Disk User office. The first 
correct entry will receive a subscrip- 
tion to Disk User for the following six 
issues. 
Send your entry to: 
Magic Wall Disk User Number One 
Golden Square London W1 R 3AB 

1 The following rundown of the pro- 
r gram may allow you to understand 
! how the code works, but it might not 

help your attempt to crack the 
puzzle. 
Line 20 This line is the auto-start on 
<ESCAPE> and should be omitted 
on first entering the program. 30 
SH(n) - used for initial set up and as 
memory store when scro'lling wall. 
40-60 Mode 2 - copy keys off, 
cursor off. 70 This line calls the 
menu from which the rest of the 
game happens. 100-280 PROC- 
PLAY - the main play routine. 120- 
170 Sets up screen. 180-200 The 

play loop which 'drops out' when 
CHK=O ie the WALL is complete. 
210-250 Reward for finishing the 
wall. 260-270 Program hold till key- 
press when wall completed. 290- 
500 PROClNlT - initialising routine 
that draws main wall and side panels 
and writes messages at top and 
bottom of the screen. 490 X=340 - 
required for PROCPOINT. 510-590 
PROCINPUT - Input routine. 530 
Flush keyboard buffer. 540 Get key- 
press. 550-570 Inc/decr X and move 
pointers. 580 Scroll colours using 
PROCFILL and check for finish 
(PROCCHECK). 600-810 PROC- 
SHAPE - which is the PROCDRAW 
steerage routine. N is used to select 
which set of parameters are passed 
to PROCDRAW for each brick in the 
wall. 620 Brick colour is set using 
SH(N). 820-920 PROCDRAW - brick 
drawing routine. A,B,C are passed 
to the routine which draws a brick on 
row A, which starts at position B 
units across and is C-B units wide. 
The colour of the brick is set before 
the routine is entered. 930-1050 
PROCFILL - Colour scrolling routine. 

950-960 Samples are taken for each 
brick colour and stored in SH(1)- 
SH(6), 'background' colours are 
stored in SH(7)-SH(12). 970-1040 f 
Colours are scrolled using PLOT 77 
and PLOT 73 commands. Colour 
information comes from SH(1)-SM(6) 
and SH(7)-SM(12). 1060-1 150 PROC- 

l 
POINT - draws arrows at top and 
bottom of the screen centered on X. 
1160-1250 PROCSCRAMBLE - wall 
shuffling routine. Each colour ( l  to 6) 
is offered up three times and inser- '- k 

ted into random 'empty' bricks. 1260 
PROCCHECK - finished wall check 
routine. 36 seperate samples are 
taken (6 per row) to check for correct 
colour/row. Routine is abandoned 
on first incorrect colour. CHK=O if . E 2 :  
wall is correct, else CHK=1. 1350 ,.- . ' 

..F 1 
PROCMENU - displays frollt page, .+<c;-:; 

%*. 
and waits for 'P' or 'B' input. 1500- ' .- S ,i 
1730 PROCFANFARE - plays ter- 
rible tune when wall is completed. " a '  
1740-1840 PROCBEGIN - routine -? 

0 A 

for beginners, allowing then to play A - 
on a finished wall. 1770 Sets up 

.*l - . 4' 
( ,b. 

'perfect' wall data in SH(n). 1830 , - 
Repeats until 'S' is pressed. . g.-: 

il 
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NEXT MONTH 
NEXT ISSUE 
The next issue of Disk User is the sixth, completing Disk User's first full 
year providing programs for BBC Micro users. In the APRlllMAY issue of 
Disk User you can expect more of the best software mix in computer 
magazines. Celebrate with Disk User APRIUMAY, out on the 18TH I 

MARCH. Reserve your copy now! DISK USER SIX WILL FEATURE: 

Magazine Publishing Awards Disk User -finalist in the 1987 
Disk User for the BBC Micro was one of the stars at'the runner up in the category. At the Magazine Publishing 
1987 Magazine Publishing Awards. The tra~lblazing Awards luncheon on November I l th, guest presenter 
Disk User was the only representative of the computer Sue Arnold of ,the Observer, handed over the finalist's 
magazine industry amongst the big guns of publishing. certificate to Disk User editor Mark Webb. 

The Publisher magazine each year chooses a The judges praised the speed at which the launch 
distinguished panel of industry experts to judge was accomplished and were impressed by the "sheer 
nominated magazines in 17 different categories. Disk value of the cover-mounted disk that formed part of 
User for the BBC Micro was nominated in the category the new publication's concept". 
of most successful spinoff magazine because it was Disk User would like to thank readers for their 
launched out of sister magazine A&B Computing. support and pledges to bring the Disk User 

Although only two issues of Disk User had been concept continuously up to date and into line with 
published at the time of judging, the magazine was what readers ask for from us. 

TAB m o v e s  cursor 4 c h a n g e  v a lue  
Press  R E T U R N ' W ~ ~ ~  f lnlshed citalogulng a d~skacd llstlng 

a program s~de  by side 

Larger than life. r I 

t 
rm* w w ~ i a  
tlll Ym:1IOBI 
lm!ml.I L*a,l.l 

UI.w 
'NI L 51 L 
LllC I hllr L 
lac I hl L 

~n IP ah, W L  
1. 111 1u1 1.11Ihl Llll L tall l 

la: Iln Y t  b '  
IU.UI 
IRH n:811:m1,:81n I% t !:!P : 
IIU*n:~11: t ln t ln  It* L I.l*u l 
lm lI1.IY I Ill", U# k lhrr 
IMHh:RII:Rh:Ri4 l 
IYII s:tm P:IN n:tl n 
1111 1UI.M 1U.l 

Iwm 1IYuPO.blit 'IIMOW W 
lirt 
I!4wlbdi 

Zooming in on some of the 
more interesting screens 
around, and giving you the 
tools to do it yourself. 
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Anywhere, Anytime. 
A hotkey ut~lity for screendunips, disk handling, 
indeed any machine operation. Hops out of any 
program and back again! 



Lawson B Wakefield 

&AVE YOUR 
BACON - 

'Save Your Bacon9 - an original arcade-style 
game with an off-beat story line 

In Save Your Bacon you control a pig 
who must save his bacon . . . . literally. 
The pig must run around the houses 
and collect the pork chops which 
move randomly round the screen. He 

: is in competition with a dog who will 1 l eat the pork chops given half a 
chance. Later a second dog appears 
who is more inclined to chase the 
pig, but who is also not averse to 
eating the odd pork chop. The pig 
must collect ten chops to clear a 
screen. 

If life gets too hectic, the pig has 
several friendly cats at his disposal 
which can be thrown at the dogs. If a 
cat hits a dog, a big bonus is added 
to the score and the dog is held up 
for several seconds in a fight with the 
cat. Whilst this fight goes on the pig 
can dash round collecting extra 
chops and can even run straight 
through the dog who is of course 
otherwise occupied. The pig loses a 
life if the dogs eat too many pork 
chops or he is caught by one of the 
dogs. 

Program documentation 
The program is written mainly in 
BASIC, but uses a machine code 
sprites routine for improved present- 
ation and speed. The usual features 
such as sound effects, jingles, high 
score, sound onloff, extra lives, 
selectable start screen, on-screen 
instructions, loader screen, etc are 
all included. It can be run from either 
tape or disc and is split hto four 
parts. It was written on a 32K BBC 
Model B with Acorn DNFS and 
BASIC I, but the program runs with- 
out modification on the BBC B+, 
Acorn Electron and Master 128. The 
Droaram will not run on a second 
processor/Turbo board or with J shadow RAM activated. 
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File: Bacon 

This is the loaderlinstruction 
program. User characters and sound 
envelopes are defined in this 
program. A cartoon picture of a pig is 
loaded into memory above the 
program, but below the Mode 4 
screen memory. The picture is 
POKE'd into the screen memory and 
the game keys are displayed. The 
user is offered the option of switching 
sound ontoff, seeing the instructions 
or loading the main game. If instruc- 
tions are required, these are dis- 
played on a seperate Mode 4 screen 
and the Pig screen is redisplayed 
afterwards. 

PROC chars defines characters for 
House, Kennel, Sty and copyright 
symbol 

PROC env defines envelopes. 

PROC intro prints instructions in 
white on blue background 

PROC keys prints keys and draws 
frame on main loading screen. 

PROC pig POKE'S cartoon picture 
of pig (*LOADed at start of the 
program) into top two-thirds of 
screen 

PROC print formatted string print- 
ing routine, used to print instructions 

PROC space prompts user to 
press SPACE and waits for it 

PROC window1 sets window to 
bottom third of screen and clears it 

PROC window2 sets window to 
bottom right corner of screen and 
clears it 

File: 1 .Bacon 
Mode 4 screen file, containing a 
cartoon picture of a Pig drawn using 
AMX Art. This file is *LOADed by 
'Bacon' to &3900. 

g% number of pork chops that the 
pig must get to clear a screen 

hi% hi-score 

h% sprite number of dog currently 
'hit' by the cat 

File: 2.Bacon 
Main game program. First *RUNS 
3.Bacon, which is the sprite handling 
machine code. The main loop 
checks the keys and controls the 
movement of the pig. If no key is 
pressed, the pig will carry on in the 
last direction sekcted. The meat and 
dogs are updated next. If the cat is 
on-screen it is updated, otherwise 
the RETURN key is checked for 
throwing the cat. The main loop 
terminates when the pig has col- 
lected enou h chops or a life has 
been lost. I 9 the screen has been 
successfully completed the next 
screen is initialised. A new life is 
given if the score has crossed a 
multiple of 10000 during the last 
screen. A game ends when all lives 
are lost. 

A% - 2% reserved for use by sprite 
code 

bon% remaining bonus for current 
screen 

(Starts at 1000 on screens 1 to 5) 

(Starts at 1500 on screens 6 to 9) 

(Starts at 2000 on screens 10 and 
later) 

col% colour of border and dog 
kennels for current screen 

(Screen 1 = red, 2 = green, 3 = 
yellow, ... going back to red every six 
screens) 

ct% TRUE if there is a cat currently 
on screen, FALSE otherwise 

del% length of time a dog is delayed 
by a fight with the cat. Calculated as 
600+40*(screen number) 

doh dead flag. TRUE if a life has 
been lost 

du% note duration for tunesljingles 

eat% amount of bonus lost when a 
dog eats a pork chop 

ex% number of extra lives given so 
far 

=O - neither dog hit by a cat 

=4 - dog allocated to sprite 4 hit by 
cat 

=5 - dog allocated to sprite 5 hit by 
cat 

htim% time when a dog was hit by a 
cat 

i0/0 general purpose temporary 
variable 

Iv% number of lives remaining 
(initially three but extra life every 
10000 points) 

m% number of pork chops collectea 
by pig so far 

nc0/0 number of cats left (initially 
three, but extra cat on completion of 
every screen) 

pi% note pitch for tunesfjingles 

s1 YO skill factor controlling the 'intel- 
ligence' of the dogs. The lower this 
value the more likely the dogs are to 
home in on their target. The dog 
allocated to sprite number 5 homes 
in on the pork chop whilst the dog 
allocated to sprite 4 (which does not 
appear until screen 6) homes in on 
the pig. The value of s l  varies bet- 
ween 19 and 12 depending on which 
stage of the game has been reached 

~ 2 %  skill factor controlling the 
variabil~ity in the movement of the 
pork chop. The lower this value, the 
more the chop keeps changing dir- 
ection. The value of s2 varies 
between 15 and 12 depending on 
which stage of the game has been 
reached. 

scn% screen number. Lowest 
~creen~number is 1 

sc% score S 

SW% sprite currently being dis- 
played in the cat/do fight. Alternates 
between cat (6) an 1 dog (4 or 5) 

t% TRUE if this is a 2-dlog screen, 
FALSE otherwise. Second dog 
appears on 6th screen 
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timO/o start time in delay procedure 
PROCwt 

PROC inisp initialise the machine 
code sprite routines and set the initial 
positions for the pigldoglchop sprites 

first dog, which leads most directly 
towards the pork chop 

X% general purpose sprite x- 
coordinate variable PROC kill lose a life. Sets d% 

(dead flag) to TRUE, reduces lives 
by one, plays appropriate jingle, and 
spins the pig round on the spot 

FN d2 returns direction number, for 
second dog, which leads most 
directly towards the pig ~ 2 %  number of sprite positions by 

which cat moves in the x-direction 
(twice that of other sprites) FN x used to determine whether a 

sprite is in a vertical 'corridor' or not PROC mt move pork chop. If the 
chop collides with the pig, increment 
number of chops collected, delete 
chop, initialise a new chop, add 50 to 
the score . 

xs% number of sprite positions by 
which the pig, dogs and pork chops 
move in the x-direction. lncreases 
during the game. 

FN y used to determine whether a 
sprite is in a horizontal 'corridor' or 
not 

X graphics x-coordinate used in 
drawing screen 

PROC bon reduces bonus by i% 
and prints remaining bonus, in green 

PROC newm select a random start 
direction and (x,y) position for a new 
pork chop 

y% general purpose sprite y- 
coordinate variable 

PROC cat updates the position of 
the cat. If either of the dogs have 
been hit by the cat, a 2000 point 
bonus is added to the score and h% 
is set to the sprite number of the dog 
which has been hit 

PROC next screen complete, get 
ready for next screen. Add remaining 
bonus to the score, increment and 
display the number of cats, play a 
tune and increment the screen 
number 

~ 2 %  number of sprite posi- 
tions by which cat moves in 
the y-direction (twice that of 
other sprites) 

PROC cats prints number of cats 
remaining, in white ys0/0 number of sprite positions by 

which the pig, dogs and pork chops 
move in the y-direction. Increases 
during the game 

PROC pgs prints number of 
remaining lives in magenta 

PROC chop prints number of 
chops collected by pig, in cyan PROC screen draws a new screen 

and initialises counters/flags 
y graphics y-coordinate used in 
drawing screen 

PROC del if previous direction of 
pig does not match new direcl:ion, 
delete current pig sprite 

PROC scr increments score by i% 
and prints score in yellow 

zoh LOCAL direction variable used 
by FNc2 PROC dg move one or both of the 

dogs. If on a one-dog screen, only 
move sprite number 5. If a dog is 
involved in a fight with the cat don't 
check that sprite. Change direction if 
dog is in a 'corridor' intersection and 
a random value is above preset skill 
threshold. Check for collisions with 
the pig and with the chop 

PROC skl sets skill level for current 
screen 

~ 1 %  direction of movement of pig 
(sprite 1) PROC start start of a new game. 

Prompts for SPACE TO START. If 
keys 1 to 9 are pressed set start 
screen to corresponding number. If 
SPACE pressed, start from screen 
number 1. Initialise number of extra 
lives (0), score (0), number of cats 
(3) and lives (3) 

24% direction of movement of 2nd 
dog (sprite 4) 

25% direction of movement of 1st 
dog (sprite 5) 

PROC eat a dog has eaten a chop, 
so make an appropriate noise, delete 
the chop sprite, initialise the position 
of a new chop, reduce the bonus and 
check if the bonus has reached zero 

26% direction of movement of cat 
(sprite 6) PROC thr 'throw a cat, if allowed. If 

there are no cats left or the pig is not 
facing along a 'corridor', then the cat 
cannot be thrown. If cat can be 
thrown, set direction (26%) to same 
as that of the pig, set cat flag (ct%) to 
TRUE, set cat sprite co-ordinate to 
the same as that of the pig, print the 
cat on the screen and update screen 
display of number cats left 

27% direction of movement of pork 
chop (sprite 7) 

PROC end prints game-over 
message. If it's a high-score say so 
and play a tune 

(Note: directions are l =Right, 
2=Down, 3=Left, 4=Up for doglpigl 
chop) 

PROC exlife give an extra life. 
Update count of extra lives given. 
Tell the user they've got an extra life 
and update screen display of number 
of lives 

(5= Right 6= Down 7= Left 8= Up 
for the cat) 

PROC tune 'Screen complete' tune 
FN c l  TRUE if moving a dog or pig 
in direction defined by Z% is allow- 
able. FALSE otherwise 

PROC wt waits for del% hundred- 
ths of a second. PROC fgt animate the doglcat fight. 

Alternately print either the cat or dog 
and make the appropriate noise. If 
the time limit for the fight is up, delete 
the cat and clear the cat flag 

FN c2 TRUE if moving a cat in 
direction 2% from position (X% ,y%) 
is allowable. FALSE otherwise File: 3.Bacon 

Sprite handling machine code. FN d1 returns direction number, for PROC hitune 'High score' tune 
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Beginners start here... how discs are made 

Disk Drives at 1 l 

Dr Solomon Axlegrease 
A floppy disk starts life as a 26" 
wide, six mile long roll of polyester 
film. The roll is coated with a film of 
magnetic oxide - exactly the same 
coating as the layers on a magnetic 
tape found on video tape or cassette 
tape. 

The coating is sprayed onto the 
surface of the roll to a depth of 
"exactly" 100 micro inches on both 
sides; this is possibly the niost 
exacting of all processes in the 
manufacure of a disc. If there is an 
uneven surface due to too much 
coating being sprayed on, the 
chances are that disk drive heads 
will clog up and even wear out your 
drive heads would 

This is why the coating process is 
undergone in a laboratory with clean 
machines sealed from the harmful 
vestiges of the outside world; some 
companies have perfected ways of 
coating the disk surface so that the 
dispersal of magnetic particles are 

random (thus making the chances of 
disk errors less likely) 

The roll of film is then stretched 
out and holes are literally "punched" 
into the roll turning the sheet of film 
into disks. With the extra "holes" in 
the middle, the disk is electronically 
inserted into a plastic envelope 
where it is either glued together or 
(as is the case with modern disks) it 
is heat welded together making sure 
that the edges are rigid and tight. 

The Jacket . 
The disk jacket is very important. 
Because data is recorded onto the 
surface of a disk, the disk must be 
kept very clean so that grit and dust 
particles present in the air don't get 
caught in the jacket and "gouge" out 
a chunk. 

To combat this (and to stop them 
wearing out at the same time from 
casual wear!), the jackets are insu- 
lated with a padding material; this 

also cleans the disks and makes 
them rotate in their sleeves easily 
thus ensuring their long life - and the 
combination of a modern disc drive 
and a modern disc means that a disc 
should last a lifetime! 

That's not all folks 
After a floppy disk is made, it is 
rigorously tested. This isn't just ad- 
vertising blurb trying to boost floppy 
sales; each disk is rigorously tested 
searching for a variety of possible 
faults, uneven coatings, tight sleeves, 
disk surface smoothness(!) and many 
other tests are undertaken to ensure 
that disks do not wear out - many 
disks these days carry a lifetime . 

guarantee or at least a no-quibble 
replacement offer. 

Double sided disks are exactly 
the same as single sided disks - it's 
just that only one side is guaranteed 
by the manufacturers to work! This 
means that you can buy single sided 

2. Disks are punched 
out from roll of 
magnetic media 

5. The jacket is 
carefully folded 

3. Punched disks 
are burnished 
to give a 
smooth finish 



The disk is rotated inside its 
sleeve at 300 RPM, and begins , 

a process of driving a head 
across the disk and reading in 

what is on the surface of the disk. 
On single sided drives, a pressure 

pad pushes the recording surface of 
the disk against the read write head 
through the the head slot. After use, 
the pad lifts the disk off the read 
write head to prevent excessive 

saving programs and so on. Single wear and tear. 
sided disks are cheaper than double -rhe head position actuator can sided ones. place the readwrite head at any 

The disk drive locations across the disk surface. 
The same process is inside double 

Disks are loaded into a drive label sided disk drives which have two 
JIS~S for your double sided disk side up, the flap is pulled down and read/write heads, one for each side 
drive and be reasonably assured of then the magic begins. of the disk. 
I I 

Nevertouch theflexlbled~sk Storeflexlble disks away from d~rect Insert carefully by grasping the Keep dlsks in their envelope and 
surface It !S suscept~ble todamage sunl~ght orheaters Temperature upper edge and laclng 11 lnto the store disks not for lmmedlate use ~n 

and even ftngerprlnts can cause extremes especially heat can diskdrlve  ever krce thedlsk into the~r specially deslgned containers. 
data to be lost damage dlsks Also avold sudden thedrlve Call your author~sed standlng them uprlght 

temperature changes (more than servlce englneer to check the 
20°C ~n an hour) machlne if something IS wrong 

l Do not bend orfoldflex~ble disks Put ~dent~f~cat~on labels ~n a sultable Do not place heavy objects Donot cl~p, stapleor rubber-band 
Thiswlll render dlsks  nop per able posltion Never use them ~n layers on adlsk flexlble disks together I 

I I Donol useso ut~ons lrea conol. 
I 

Don01 wr te on a llex~ole dlsk wltn Magnets and magnetlsed mater~als Keep the area of operation asclean 
tn~nqers aro Freon loc ean 'he anvtnlna b ~ l l  asotf tell-t o oe i  S ~ O L  a never come close to a as oosslb e Occas~onal slate 

dlsk The spec~al liner cleans the ideafly, write labels separaiely, then flexible disk Be particularly careful electricity on dlsks can attract 
disk surface cont~nuously. No other place them on the disk jacket. with magnetised paperweights. contamlnants. Plastic carpet 

clean~n is necessary Dirty or Erasers can cause damage just as motors and power cables Data can protectors increasethe risk of such 
damaged Jsks should be discarded eas~lvas ballpoint pens or pencils. be lost from a dlskex~osed to a statlc and should not be used 

asplactng tnem In adisk ar ve can Make a n e ~  aoe f you need !o magnet c Ile d 
conlam nate rhe readlwrlte heao cnange reference itormat.on 
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DISK DATA 
Some of the backroom I V e r t i c a l  B c a i e  

l c n  t o  25- 

boys in the BBC world 
have been filling us 

in on their disk 
based software 

Horses Hame 
Jocke Rat ing  
weigh? ( Stones ) 

( Pounds ) 

L a t e s t  F i n i s h i n g  
P o s i t i o n  
number of l s t ' s  
2 n d ' ~  3 r d ' ~ .  
Number of Races 
taken from. 

: DREYFUS........ 
: 7 .  
: 1. 
: .. . 
: 2 

: 2 .  

: 4 .  

l ~~~~l t f o r  DREPFUS : 23.8363647 

Okay CY/N> : YES 1 
Top tips 
Tipster 'from Chestnut Software 
comes on an appropriately green 
turf disk! 
You have to type in your own data 
from the newspapers but bringing a 
more scientific approach to your bet- 
ting must be a good move, surely? 
Chestnut Software 37 Chestnut Drive 
Bexleyheath Kent DA 7 4 EW 

Know thyself 
Life-Line from William Stuart Sys- 
tems is a self-analysis counsellor for 
help with relationships, self-image 
and career. Designed for use "any- 
where that people matter". 
William Stuart Systems Quarley 
Down House Cholderton Nr Salis- 
bury Wiltshire SP4 ODZ 
23' 098 064 235 

Maps for 8 to 14 
Maps and ~ a n d s c a ~ e s  2 from 
Chalksoft is excellent educational 
software for the 8 to 14 age group 
learning about geography. The 
manual and copiable worksheets are 
designed for classroom use. 
Chalksoft Ltd PO Box 49 Spalding 
Lincs PE1 l 1 NZ B 0775 695 18 

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL 1 

SELF ANALYSIS 
= -- p -- CAREER COUNSELLOR 

-- 
p - -- 

-- 
- 

1 P E H T O H S - P U Z Z L E  I 
I I ) Pento l ls  I n s t r u c t i o n s .  I 

Please type t h e  number beslde t h e  
p r o g r a m  Y O U  want. 

U h e n r - v e t  you rranf to return t o  thls 
=-nu, pl~a,e p i e s s  the B R t f f K  key. 
Press ESCRPE t o  abort  t h e  t i t l e  page. 

Pentup puzzle 
Pentominoes from Tortoisesoft 
has had a chequered career but is 
now marketed by its author Simon 
Anthony. 
Tortoisesoft 60 Lynton Avenue West 
Ealing London W13 OEB 

> 

I l P U V f l I  LNRC Jun 8 8  
Three  month perlod t o  end Rus 88  

SRLES 

C/Rnount I = = - = = 
kMWbXy $83 : 1 6 . 1 0  107 .34  

56 .34  375 .60  
+ S O W E ~ Y O O ~  515 .43  6 7 . 2 3  448 .20  

$ 2  $ 4  2::;: $ 8  :$:g8 
!EL52 885 :$?::i 2:::: ::1:88 

f f f  2"::" 3 4 5 . 7 8  2305 .20  

1800.82 25: 188 1:::: g! 
GRRRGE 0 1 1  6 8 . 2 3  
STRTNY 012 26 .06  !:% 5 9 ' 3 3  
XPPUBS 013 1786 .33  233 .00  15;5:95 
COUHCILO14 5 9 . 8 0  
XYDISTBOIS 346.45 4:::: a??::: 

S t t l s  E 9205 .10  1200 .67  8004 .43  
, 1 ' M  nortth seleotor R l n f o  

Care ware 
Cash, VAT, Building Society and 
Investment Care from Squirrel 
Software are similar programs 
designed to help you keep track of 
the cash. 
Squirrel Software 4 Bindloss Avenue 
Eccles Manchester M30 ODV 
23061 7894120 

Castle Keep 
Castle Attack,from Fernleaf is a 
magnificent strategy game full of 
exciting educational content. It's 
also very professionally presented 
and easy to play. 
Fernleaf Educational Software Fern- 
leaf House 31 Old Road West 
Gravesend Kent DA 1 1 OL H 
E 04 74 35903 7 
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I - ws a Fighter ad fought a fat flea I c ,  

Abbas 
The latest In the sequence of h~ghly 
collectable an~mat~ons from com- 
puter artist Abbas 

. NAME, W 7 *  :X:T. !k j THAT: .. . ,  , . . . . 
.K:.( 

. -r  .... - ' 
.. . , 

. . ,: . . , .. 
\ ,~ . , .  

, - 

THEME ,.':m . 

. . ' .  ' + l  
. . .  

' t  
. . 

, * . ,  . .  
, I . . '  . . .. . (  . 

' . I  . . . ..I. ; . .  
, , 

, .. 

Name that tune and win 

Music plays an ever more important 
.,part in computer entertainment so it - 'was inev~table that Disk User would 

d that's exactly what 

v thina the tune doesn't 
"have is a name. So any suggestions 
are welcome. And indeed the best 
suggestion will win a set of 10 Disk 
I Iser data disks and the name will be 

~pted for future issues. 

. .. . .  . 
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p& Bonecruncher 
This is Superior Software's best 
game this month, a Repton-meets- 
Ravenskull type adventure with some 
repetitive music, but saved by some 
nifty graphics. 

The idea is original: You are a 
dragon manufacturing soap (from - 
of all things Bones) for customers 
who enjoy bathing in the sea sur- 
rounding your castle. 

Bones litter your castle, and you 
have to brave all the creepy crawlies 
and monsters to retrieve them, boil 
them down into bars of soap (!) and 
then dump them into the sea for your 
customers. 

The game has a few original 
ideas, eg. the ball shaped monsters 
who can be moved by tipping soap 
in the sea! and your friend and 
business associate called Fozzy 
who is so thick that he can only walk 
along one side of a wall without 
falling over! 

This game is very very addictive, I 
didn't like it to begin with as it 
seemed to be just another Repton 
clone, but it is fast turning into a 
"think it out" game with some witty 
ideas, loads of features and plenty of 
action. 

This is a good game - not much 
fun if you like fast action shoot em 
ups, but then Bone Cruncher isn't 
like that - buy it. 

Spellbinder 
It was the dark ages, it was darker 
than anyone had ever expected, in 
fact it was so dark that people kept 
disappearing all over the place. Dark - looking magicians fought dark mon- 
sters of the night (which was pretty 
dark)instead of day - a dark twilight 
fell over the land (which was pretty 

?. dark to begin with, but.now it's really 
.dark). 
, In these dark times, there lived in 
the (reasonably light-ish) land of 
Lorraine ten shad~wy mage lords. 
One such mage lord (who was darker 
than the rest) had decided to do 

' some very black things; It is, as 
usual, up t~ ~ Q U  to enter his dark 

P -  
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DISK DATA 
I castle and find all the potions to 

make a really potent spell and 
banish him from the world thus 
(hopefully) making the world a better 
place to live in where bunny rabbits 
can hop around nibbling at fresh, 
dewy blades of grass, where silly 
actors don't become presidents and 
streams, filled with bright golden 
fish, flow past peaceful meadows, 

I where people can all be nice to each 
other and live haDDilv ever after. 

There's no doubt about Spell- 
binder being a fun game to play, it's 
just that the graphics aren't up to 
much - strongly resembling the 3D 
graphics of Knight Lore and Alien-8, 
in that all of the screens are only in 

I chg:~I,"d~."iys not a bad game - 
but perhaps it would be best to 
wait until it appears on a compil- 
ation. 

two colours! I ~f vou have a TV screen instead of 

I a mdnitor, then you will have some 
difficulty seeing what the attacking 

. Elixir 
Do you ever wonder why medicine 
tastes so bad? I suppose that if 
anyone knows, then Cyril -the hero 
of this Superior software game - 
should. 

The idea is simple - You have 
swallowed some potent liquid by 
accident, and you are reduced to the 
size of a test tube. 

Unlike The incredible shrinking 
man, you can get bigger, but you 
have to swallow 40 pills in order to 
neutralize the effects of the potion. 

The game is colourful (with some 
effective dithering effects to obtain 
shades), but there is no sideways 
scrolling (as you would expect) - nor 
are there any reasonable sound 
effects to redeem this silly game. 
The story line is de~idedly~duff, and 
whilst the programming is clearly of 
a high standard (ultra, fast plotting 
everywhere), the idea behind the 
game is extremely silly for a full price 
game. 

Aaain. this would be a nice 
comjpilation game - but it doesn't 
stand up on its own. 
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TRANSFER 
Taking your disk files one step further 

Disk User programs can be so 
useful that you'll often want to 
transfer them to their own disks 
and use them separately, without 
title page or menu. To do this suc- 
cessfully you'll need to learn a 
little about BBC BASIC and the 
DFS (Disk Filing System). In Disk 
User we don't believe in referring 
you to the manuals to here's an 
explanation of how such a trans- 
fer can be achieved. 

Let's take the disk function library 
as an exam~le this month. The 
relevant file on Disk user is: 
B.LIBRARY 

Make sure you have a blank data 
disk ready to receive the file. Insert 
Disk User and type 
*COPY 0 0 6.LIBRARY 
and press the RETURN key. Follow 
,the keypress prompts on the screen 
until the prompt returns. 

On completion place your new 
disk in the drive. Type 
*BUILD !BOOT 
upon which the disk drive will whirr 
and a number will appear on screen. . . 
TY pe 
LOAD "B.LIBRARY" 
and press ,the RETURN key. Wait for 
a second number to appear and 
then press the ESCAPE key. Let the 
drive finish any activity and then 
!Y pe 
OPT 4,3 

and press the RETURN key. Once 
again wait for any drive activity to 
cease. Now you can press the 
SHIFT and BREAK keys together, 
releasing the BREAK key first, then 
the SHIFT key. This will boot your 
new disk into action, automatically 
executing the BASIC command 
LOAD "B.LIBRARY ". The program 
B.LIBRARY is now loaded into 
memory ready for use. You can test 
this by typing LIST. For now, press 

the CTRL and BREAK keys together. 
You can now type 

"TITLE LIBRARY 
and press the RETURN key. Now 
yPe 
CAT 

and press the RETURN key and the 
screen will display the title LIBRARY 
with the files !BOOT and BLIBRARY 
lined up below. You may now use 
this as your program utility disk, 
saving other utility files (such as the 
F&R utility) in the space available 
(space is something we don't leave 
on Disk User itself). 

The process described above can 
be repeated for any of the files which 
are detailed at the end of Disk 
Instructions each issue. A useful 
new disk you could create would 
contain the software database from 
issue two, another could be a com- 
plete utilities disk with this month's 
toolkit routines, our disk recover 
utilities from issue two and disk 
examiner from issue one, all handy 
and on a single disk ready to use. 
You can even modify our simple 
menu program to provide an easy 
way to access the programs. List the 
menu and you will find DATA state- 
ments at the end. We'll explain how 
to modify these for your own use 
next issue. 

OGOTRON .. SPECIAL OFFER...XOR SOLUTION ... LOGOTRON ... SPECIAL OFFER ... XOR 

Disk User readers who are fans of 
the Logotron game XOR will appreci- 
ate this special offer: 

the XOR designer at a special 
discount price and 

a XOR solution disk EXCLUS- 
IVELY available to Disk User readers 

Designer and solutions 
disk: price £1 1 .OO 
Solutions disk only: price 
£3.00 
You will need the XOR designer to 
run the solutions so, if you don't 
have the designer, you will need to 
order the designer and solutions 
disk combination. If you already 
have the designer then all you have 
to do is send off for the solutions 
disk. 

Enclose a cheque made payable 
' t o  Logotron Ltd for the required 

amount and send your order to Disk 
User Offer, Logotron, Dales Brewery, 
Gwydir Street, Cambridge, CB1 2LJ. 
B 0223 323656 for credit card 

*. -,....p rr-nr'~.llr-ir~~~~I~~,^vu,~i."l*",'.C.~~ Clhr B,,, 
L -- V.. <l .L'.u"-' .:ni"*n,r;n'*~3.1m"~%.*,*,'****- - **,,** B., 
(..l(.. n* 

orders. 
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SPOCK 
DISK MENU 

Spock-like logic is behind this easy to use 
disk menu system. 

When I initially bought a disk drive, 
one of the first things I noticed was 
that I had several disks with many 
multi-part programs on them. I de- 
cided I needed some way of distin- 
guishing between the programs and 
the header files, therefore 1 put all 
the header files into a different 
directory. I discovered that other 
menus would only read the first 31 
files on my 62 file Watford disks. 
Therefore I set about writing my own 
menu. 

I wrote four versions of this Menu. 
Version 4 1 showed to R.Casula, an 
Electron user, and together we per- 
fected it, and converted it to read 
both sides of the disk simultaneously. 

I used this for a long time, but I 
discovered that there were several 
files that would not load. Therefore I 
rewrote the loading routine, and 
devised Spock logic to distinguish 
between BASIC, machine code, text 
files and sideways RAM. This was 
implemented in my new menu: 
Spock's Menu v1.0, and so far I 
have not found a single file which it 
will not load. (Please treat this as a 
challenge - Ed.) 

These were the requirements I 
had, and 1 have fulfilled them in 
version 1 .l : 

It works on alldisk filing systems 
It reads up to 128 files at once 
(the maxim~~m displayed is 80) 
The files to be loaded go in only 
one directory 
Any file can be loaded by it 
It will download all files which 
occupy disk workspace 
It is very user friendly 

Using the menu is very, very easy. 
Once it has been loaded it will read 
all the files in the "M" directory off 
the disk, which will take a few 
seconds. (This can be changed by 
altering the letter "M" in lines 140 
and 150 to the required directory.) 
Then the files will be displayed on 
the screen. The file highlighted is the 
one to be loaded and this can be 
changed by using the cursor keys. 
<RETURN> loads the file, <SPACE> 
catalogues a new disk, and <TAB> 
toggles the sound. 

How the program works 
The only parts I shall go through in 
detail are the asserr~bler and file 
reading routines since the rest of the 
program is fairly straightfoward and 
written in BASIC. 

All access to filenames is done by 
calling OSGBPB(&FFDl). On entry 
A% holds the command for which 
the values are as follows: 
A= l Put bytes using offset 
A=2 Put bytes 
A=3 Get bytes using offset 
A=4 Get bytes 
A=5 Read disk information 
A=6 Read current drive/directory 
A=7 Read library drive/directory 
A=8 Read file from current direc- 

tory 
On entry X% and Y% point to a 
comniand block which is construc- 
ted as follows: 
XY Channel (when file handling) 
XY+1 Pointer to  data (when file 
handling) or result data XY+5 
Number of bytes t o  transfer (when 
file handling) XY+9 Byte offset 

(optional when file handling) 
The commands we are interested in 
are OSGBPB 5 (OSGBPB with A=5) 
to read the disk title and OSGBPB 8 
to read the filenames. The result 
data from OSGBPB 5 is set out at as 
follows (numbers indicate offset 
from pointer to result data): 
&OO &OC (length of title) +&01 Disc 
title with zeroes making up to  12 
characters +&OD Shift-break op- 
tion +&OE Drive number 

Line 150: The program reads this 
data into memory at S% and then 
counts down from +&OC until a non 
zero is reached, and then inserts a 
carriage return at the last zero (ie the 
end of the title), and reads .the title 
for the appropriate drive from +&01. 

OSBGBPB 8 is similar to OSGBPB 
5 except that the offset is used to 
read the file names in order. The 
offset starts off at 0 and is incre- 
mented by seven each time OSGBPB 
is called. The other difference is that 
a value is returned. From the result, 
all registers must be removed except 
for the carry flag. This is done by 
ANDing the result with &1000000. If 
the carry flag is set, then 'the last 
filename has been read. The result 
data is set out as follows: 
&OO &07 (the length of each file- 
name) +&01 Filename +spaces to  
make length up to  7 characters. 
Line 160: The drive is selected and 
the offset is zeroed. 
Line 170: The program writes the 
rest of the command block and puts 
the carry flag into E%, if carry is set 
the process on that drive is termin- 
ated. 
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Line 190: A carriage return is inser- 
ted at the end of the filename, the 
filename is put into the array file$ 
and the drive number is put into T%. 

The reading of the length, load, 
and execution address of a file is 
done by calling OSFILE(&FFDD). As 
with OSGBPB A% is used to signify 
the command, which with OSFILE 
are: 

A=O Save section of memory as a 
file 

A= l Write catalogue information 
for a file 

A=2 Write load address for a file 
A=3 Write execution address for a 

file 
A=4 Lock/Unlock file 
A=5 Read catalogue information 

for a file 
A=6 Delete a file 
A=7 Load a file 

As with OSGBPB X% and Y% point 
to a command block, with OSFILE 5 
the block is as follows: 
&00 Points to filename 
On return from OSFILE 5 the file type 
is given, this can be one of three 
things: 
0 Nothing found 
1 File found 
2 Directory found 
Also the command block is rear- 
ranged as follows: 
&00 Unchanged +&02 Four byte 
load address +&06 Four byte exe- 
cution address +&OA Four byte 
length 
Line 220: The computer sets up the 
command block, calls OSFILE and 
puts the result in R%. Then len,exec 
& load are read from the altered 
command block, and FNinfo then 
returns the value of R% MOD 2, so 
that if the directory is found then the 
value returned is 0, for file not found. 

Processing information 
That's all the information reading 
routines done, but now there's pro- 
cessing the information. 

All the processing in done in the 
PROCedure called spock, and hence 
is very logical! 

To be able to load anv file, you 
have to know the characieristics of 
each file. The hardest is BASIC. 
BASlC files have an execution ad- 
dress of &801 F, &8023 or &802B, 
depending on the version of BASlC 
the were saved from, therefore it 
should always be very easy to find a 
BASlC file since it should have one 
of those execution addresses. Un- 
fortunately this does not always 
work, since many files which are 

downloaded have incorrect execution 
addresses. Therefore the only way 
to discover if a file is BASlC is to 
look at the first few bytes of it. This is 
done using OPENUP (or OPENIN on 
BASlC I). The first byte in a BASlC 
file is always &OD. So any programs 
which begins with &OD are BASIC. 
Unfortunately some machine code 
programs have a blank BASlC pro- 
gram at the beginning. Therefore we 
must check to make sure that &FF, 
the terminating byte of a BASlC 
program, is not the next byte. 

The next type of file I thought 
about was sideways ROM images; 
these usually load and execute be- 
tween &8000 and &BFFF. Therefore 
it is easy enough to distinguish a 
sideways ROM, but unfortunately I 
did not have enough memory to 
write a sideways RAM loader. 

Now, any file which loads below 
&8000, having failed the above two 
rules, must be machine code. After 
that, any other file is probably text. If 
that isn't logical then what is? 

Machine code 
There are three machine code rou- 
tines in the program. The first one, 
found in PROCassemble, is an all 
purpose dowr~loader, and I'm sure 
most people with a basic understan- 
ding of 6502 assembler will be able 
to work out what it does. Here is a 
short explanation: 

The program is a downloader. 
The address at &72 is where the 
data to be downloaded begins. 
Stored at &74 is the address of 
where the data is to be dowr~loaded 
to,and at &70 is the amount of data 
to be downloaded . 

The second routine, in PROCm- 
code, loads in the required file, sets 
up and calls the downloader, then 
jumps to the execution adress. 

The last section, in 'PROCbasic, 
does virtually the same as the second 
two, except instead of jumping to 
the execution address, it stores the 
correct page value (The high byte of 
load) in &18, which is where the 
variable PAGE is stored, and inserts 
RUN into the keyboard buffer. 

Additions 
As the program stands it will load all 
BASIC, machine code, and text files 
that I have come across. You may 
like to add other routines, such 
as picture loading, sideways RAM 
loading, a routine to print out all the 
files on the disk, or even a routine to 
load in programs in other languages. 
Happy programing! 

Variables and procedures 
A$ Equivalent of file$ in FNinfo. Q$ 
title$ in red text. T% An array 
containing the drive of each file. at 
A label used in PROCassemble. 
block The command block used in 
FNinfo. downl A label used in 
PROCassemble. driveoh The loop 
variable to read both drives, in 
PROCcat. end% Number of the 
file to be loaded. exec 'The 
execution address of the file to be 
loaded. finish A label used in 
PROCassemble. file$ An array to 
store the filenames in. file% 
Original end%, used in 
PROCselect. file$ The file to be 
loaded. file The channel allocated 
to file$ in PROCspock. i% Loop 
variable used in PROClist. k0/0 
ASCll code of keypress in 
PROCkeys. In A label used in 
PROCassemble. loop A label used 
in PROCassemble. loopl A label 
used in PROCassemble. loopl A 
label used in PROCassemble. len 
'The length of the file to be loaded. 
load 'The load address of the file to 
be loaded. Id A label used in 
PROCmcode and PROCbasic. 
name The block where the 
filename is stored in FNinfo. of% A 
variable used in PROCselect to 
prevent flicker. pass The option 
loop variable in PROCs 
assemble,mcode and basic. q$ 
The equivalent of Q$ in PROCcen. 
sound% The status of OSWORD 
210 sound onloff. to A label used 
in PROCassemble. title$ An array 
holding the title for both sides of 
the disk. title$ The title produced 
by FNtitle. y0/0 A variable used in 
PROCcen. 2% The status of file$ 
as read by FNinfo. PROCassemble 
Assembles the downloading 
code. PROCinit Initialises all 
arrays. PROCcat Reads the 
catalogue off the disk. PROCoscli 
Equivialent of OSCLl in BASlC 1. 
PROCpage Prints the title on the 
screen and makes it look pretty. 
PROCcen Used to centralise the 
title on the screen. PROClist Lists 
the Tiles on the screen. PROCkeys 
Checks for <TAB> and 
<SPACE>. PROCselect Checks 
for the cursor keys. PROCspock 
Analyses the file and calls the 
correct loading routine. 
PROCbasic Loads a BASIC file. 
PROCmcode Loads a machine 
code file. 
All resident integer variables are 
not listed since most of them are 
used very frequently and it would 
be impossible to document them 
satisfactorily. 
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OVERLAY 
TECHNIQUES 
Overlays get over memory restrictions and 
allow you to build libraries of often used 
procedures 

Overlay is designed so that overlays this change is made - unless the The next line will be that of the 
of other BASIC programs can be run variable is in the range of A% to Z% overlay. So when producing the 
from your main program. The overlay (the integer variables). This is overlays make certain that the last 
programs are loaded into the because the variable names would command is an ENDPROC. This will 
computer memory and then auto- be stored just above LOMEM, an then return the program from the 
matically removed when not needed. action which would corrupt memory procedure as if it was any other 

in the space we reserved for the procedure. Note there is no differ- 
Thus it is now possible to run 

programs that are the same size of 
the computer disk, not just the same 
size as the memory. Also, as you can 
see from the program, it hardly takes 
up any room (the main overlay pro- 
gram is 31 5 bytes long). 

Program description 
Line 10 This line is important in that 
it sets the size of the overlay you 
wish to have (as the variable L%). 

Therefore alter this variable to to 
the maximum size of overlay you will 
be using. To find out the size of your 
files type in 

*INFO *.* and hit the RETURN 
key 

The size of your files will be-given in 
hexadecimal. You can print a hexa- 
decimal number in decinial by typing: 

PRINT &hexnumber 

Note the use of the & character in 
front of the number. 

If the overlay is too big an error 
trap in the program will report this 
(see line 90). 

Line 20 'This line records the TOP 
of the original program and T% so 
that at the end of the run the overlays 
can be wiped out to leave only the 
program. This is done in the pro- 
cedure PROCDELETEEND. 

Also LOMEM is increased by the 
amount of room allocated to the 
maxirnum size of overlay. This space 
is only for the program and not for 
the variables. Also, because the 
program needs to alter LOMEM, no 
variable should be declared before 

over lays. 

Line 30 This reserves space for the 
*command which loads in the over- 
lays at the last position of the 
program 

Line 40 This is how you call up the 
overlays. The overlay is a filename 
so you type in PROC("File name of 
over l ay"). 

If the filename is not present on 
the disk the computer will produce an 
error. This procedure can be any- 
where in the program. However an 
overlay should not call up another 
overlay as this would crash the 
program. 

Line 41 This procedure deletes the 
last overlay to leave the original 
program behind. This should be the 
last line of the program. 

Line 60 This is the procedure that 
deletes the last overlay to leave the 
original program. It places &OD and 
&FF characters in the starting value 
of the TOP variable location (T%). 

Line 70 This is the procedure to 
load and run the overlay. The name 
of the file to be loaded is taken from 
the procedure parameter 

Line 80 The file to beloaded in is 
opened up and the size of it is taken 
by using 'the command EXT#. The 
length is stored in N%. If this IengZh 
is greater than the length allocated 
(L%), then the computer reports that 
it is too big. On the press of a key it 
returns from the procedure. 

Line 100 to Line l 10 This loads 
the overlay onto the end of the main 
program. The program is loaded in 
by the command *LOAD so it is very 
quick. 

ence between this overlay procedure 
and any other procedure, in which 
variables that are used or created - 
eg DIMS - are remembered when 
the program returns or even uses 
another overlay. 

Overlay programs that are to be 
used by the main program are easy 
to write as if they were procedures 
but there are two important excep- 
tions. The first is that the DEFPROC 
is not included. This is because the 
computer still thinks that it is using 
the procedure PROCAD("F$"). The 
second is that overlays must not call 
up other overlays, else the program 
will completely crash. 

So at the end of the overlay teave 
an ENDPROC and this will return the 
program from the overlay when it's 
run. 

The main program on disk is called 
PROGREM and it is full of high- 
lighted REM statements (in Mode 7)  
to show you what is going on. 

I have provided some examples 
of overlays on the disk which are 
short programs. However they could 
be much larger if L% on line 10 is 
altered. The overlay examples on the 
disk are file names 1,2,3,4 and END. 
The program PROG runs these over- 
lays as a demo. Thus from this very 
simple program you are now not 
limited by the space of the computer. 
I hope you enjoy creating your own 
useful overlay procedures. If you 
come up with any you might think 
beneficial to other readers why not 
send them in. If we publish them on 
Disk User we'll send you some free 
software by way of thanks. 
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Video Today g20.20 S20.40 g22.30 S20.70 , 
Which Video? $19.40 S19.50 221.20 339.80 
Woodworker S22.80 $23.00 S25.70 S23.50 
Your Commodore -S22.00 $22.30 $25.20 S22.80 
Model Railways 319.10 219.30 S21.50 219.70 
Practical Wargamer S7.10 27.20 S8.00 g7.40 

The Above Offer Applies to Overseas Subscriptions Only 
This offer is also open to existing subscribers who may t 

wish to extend their current subscriptions. , 

Please commence my subscription(s) To with the Issue - ............................................................................................. .................................................................................. 
I enclose my chequelmoney order for 3 .......................................................... made payable to Argus Specialist Publications Ltd. 

or debit f .................................................... f r o  my Access/Barclaycard No. n / m I  
valid from ................................................ to .............................................................. Signature .................................................................................................................................. 
Name ........................................................................................................................... ........................................................................................................................................... .................... 
Address ................................................. ................................................................................................................. : .......................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ... ............................a..... , i 

Send this form with your remittance to: 
i 

ZNFONET LTD. (S.O. 88) 5 River Park Estate, 
Berkhamsted, Herts. HP4 1 HL. 



Last month we published the first 
two of our Interceptor programs, the 
screen compression utility and the 
BASlC program resequencer. Unfor- 
tunately we didn't publish full in- 
structions for using the resequencer 
utility. These now follow, along with 
instructions for using the third utility 
in the series, the find and replace 
command. 

Resequencer 
Note that these instructions apply to 
the utility to be found on Disk User 
issue 4. B.RES is a resequencer 
utility enabling the order of lines 
in BASlC programs to be rapidly 
altered. As with the other utilities the 
machine code object file is gener- 
ated by running the assembler pro- - gram. The resulting machine code 
will be saved automatically as res. A 

your copy of Disk 
User should be set up to receive this 
before running "B.RES". 

The machine code is assembled 
from &7000 and so will operate at 
the same time as F&R, the find and 

line number>/<end 
<move to line num- 

mand results in the 
lines between <start line number> 
and <end line number> inclusive 
being removed from their current 
position in the BASlC target pro- 
gram and inserted immediately after 
<move to line number>. The target 
program will be renumbered to suit 
the new order and any GOT01 
RESTORE references changed as 

Default values are allowed and 

immediately after line 750. 
*RES 12001750 would move the 
lines from 0 to 200 to after line 750. 
*RES 80040 would move the lines 

from 800 to the end of the pro- 
gram to after line 40. 
*RES 15001 would move the lines 
from 0 to 500 to the end of the 

*RES 20015001400 would be re- 
jected as the destination line is 
within the range of lines to be 
moved. 

How it works 
Lines 130 to 170 set up CLIV. 

Lines 200 to 11 90 carry out the 
parameter checks. This not only 
involves converting and checking 
the given line numbers, but also 
transforming these into more useful 
memory addresses by scanning the 
program line by line for the proper 
match to the line numbers. In every 
case the final addresses, if accept- 
able, are stored in zero page, in 
order, from the lowest address to 
the highest. By this means the same 
algorithm for moving the code may 
be used no matter what order the 
*RES parameters were given: ie 
*RES 10012001900 is handled in the 
same way as *RES 100012000120. 

At this point the routine enters the 
addre* of the next major routine, 
rentry, into the PAGE 4 addresses 
corresponding to the BASlC system 
variable A%. It then uses OSBYTE 
138 to insert characters into the 
keyboard buffer and exits. The 
characters form the commands REN. 
follwed by CALL A%. So the utility is 
reenterd after the program has been 
renumbered in steps of ten (1210- 
1300). This was done to make 
the calculations for new GOT01 
RESTORE tokenised line numbers a 
simple matter of addition, subtrac- 
tion or no change depending on 
whether or not the lines referred to 
were involved in the resequence. 

The remainder of the utility con- 
sists of three main routines: lineset, 
1660-1 880, calculates the constants 
needed to be addedlsubtracted to 
tokenised line numbers as mentioned 
above. 

movecode, 1900-2270, performs 
the actual movement of the lines. 
These are moved in 1 page blocks 
via PAGE 6 with the program lines 
from the top of this block to the final 
address involved in the resequence 
being moved down into the gap thus 
created. The contents of the buffer 
may then be inserted into the space 
made available by this downward 
movement.This procedure is re- 
peated until all the lines to be moved 
have been processed. 

resetgoto, 2500-2770, scans the 
target program line by line, renum- 
bering the lines in steps of ten. 
Tokenised line numbers are detoken- 
ised into ordinary numbers. Addition/ 
subtraction is- performed if required 
and the result is retokenised and 
returned to the proper position in the 
target program. 

Find and Replace 
B. F&/?, is the find and replace utility 
on this issue's disk. Any piece of text 
in a BASlC target program may be 
located and displayed or replaced 
by this routine. As it makes use of 
two areas of the BASlC ROM (the 
table of keywords and the tokenis- 
ation of text routine) this utility will 
only run on the version of BASlC on 
which it is created. B.F&R automati- 
cally sets up the code for your 
BASlC (1,2 or 4) and saves it to your 
own utility disk as F&/?. If you wish at 
some later date to use the utility on a 
machine with one of the other ver- 
sions of BASlC the Disk User source 
code will have to be run again on a 
machine with the alternative BASIC 
installed. Once again remember to 
replace Disk User with your own 
disk before running the source pro- 
gram so that the machine code 
generated may be saved. 

Since F&R is likely to be used 
more than once in a program debug- 
ging session function key 0 is set up 
with the command *F&R to save 
time and typing. 

The search may be global, *F&R, 
or selective eg *F&R 100/200. 

After giv~ng the *F&R command 
with any parameters and pressing 
RETURN you are prompted for text 
to be searched for. This text may be 
of any length up to the maximum 
allowed in a line of BASlC and may 
contain keywords. 

You are then prompted for a re- 
placement string. Pressing RETURN 
immediately will simply carry out a 
search for all occurences of the first 
string and display these lines. Other- 
wise any text entered will replace the 
first text wherever it is found and the 
altered lines will be displayed. To 
increase readability any multi-state- 
ment lines are displayed one state- 
ment to a line on screen. 

Further information on the oper- 
ation of this utility can be found in 
Disk User issue 4. 
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product number DUO1 
9 Hall Road, Marylands Wood Estate, Hemel In Disk User One: Hempstead, H e r b  HP2 7BH 0442 21 1882 

Collectors Items - anlmatlon A of the collect~on 1 THE To IF OUR Barmy Buttetilies - a platform game with a bulk-m 1 
'OFTWARE IS AVAILABLE 'OUR 'OM- 

screen des~gner Cube o f  Zoth - xleme fiction PLEASE INDICATE 'OUR 
adventure complete with a scenario which should leave NAME' NUMBER AND TRACK 
you in no doubt as to the pleasure of beating Zoth at his M A T  I N  THE ORDER FORM, , 
own game! Auto Cataloguer - powerful utility which 
automatically catalogues your disk collection Disk 

INFORMATION Examiner - convenient and efficient way of checking the 
contents of your disks Karate Kid - arcade game 

SofWare is only available on the fonnats recorded in It is not available on Winchester Way Tape Transference 
AU prices indude VAT a n d m m  andpac-g. Order product number DUI. Price f2.95 and £0.50 
Please make c h e q u e d m  order. payable to postage and packing. 
Aqna Specialist Publications Ltd and print your 

ILL 
name and addreg clearly on the back of your 
cheque. Telephone order. are taken for Visa and 
Access. W software is sent first class. Pricer, 
include postage and packing for European 
destinations. Please include E1.W postage and AVAILABILITY A N D  PRICE , . 
packing (ainuail) for other overseaa orders. 
Please allow 28 days for delivery. 

In Disk User Three: double& Name z product c t ( s m a ~ )   large) Pnce  
Slatistlcs DB4l yes yes S10 W 

Cholo Player's Guide - and d~sk ed~tor Auto Save - "lew DBOl yes yes flO 00 ADFS DB42 ps yes El0 00 
'Safety first' fil~ng Quick Break - Penonal~sed default t 3  DE06 no yes S1200 Compact 3% DB43 no yes E12 00 

DB16 no yes flO 00 double bk 
mesages Tazman - fast movlng game Dual catalogue Compact 311~ DB33 no yes &?.W 
creator Feeling the Squeeze - reduce the slze of your Graphles Pack 1 ,  DB03 yes yes flO.00 Games Compend~um I DM5 no yes El0 00 
BASIC programs Count wi th Teddy - make maths fun Ehctront3 DEOl no yes f12.00 Electron t 3  DE45 no yes £12 W 

ADFS for krds w~th these graph~cal games Quick Copy - fast 
3111 

DBll yes yes f10.00 Rome Office DB46 yes yes E600 
DB37 no yes E12 W double disk 

memory copy for Model B Calculator - Icon dr~ven Gnphlcs Constmct~on Set D849 yes yes £10.00 
scientific calculator Util~t~es rev~ewed Archimedes and Ikon Utdltles DB19 yes yes £600 ADFS DB5@ no gm S1000 
dlsks Collectors Items M w i c ~ a n  DB06 yes yes f600  Compact 3% D851 no yes $12.00 
Back Issues of Disk User cost 12.95 and 10.50 postage and ::&:Ls double & 

DB48 yes yes flO W Compact l00 
pack~ng. Disk User back Issues and subscr~pt~ons are sent doable DBSZ no yes E15.W B~bl~ography Upgrade DB55 yes yes f5 W1 
In special packag~ng to protect your software. Educahonal C o m ~ n L m  DB47 yes yes El0 W Master Only DB56 no yes E600 
Send your remittance to: INFONET LTD, 5 R~ver Park M o d e 7 U a h e s  DB12 yes yes S6 W Compact 3 b  DBS7 no yes f6.00 
Estate, Berkhamsted, Herts HP4 I H L  double dsk 

Adventareaape 111 
Tel. 04427 76661 -4 for VISA and ACCESS cred~t card A D F ~  

D820 yes yes f15.00 A&B1BI DB58 yes yes %.W 
DB28 yes yes f15.00 ADFS DB59 no yes &.W 

nrden Compact 3% DB35 no yes El7 W Compact 3% DB60 no yes £6.00 
Combat Zone . DB21 yes yes E6 W Gemng Into Assembler DB61 yes yes f6.W 
Compact 3% - D832 no yes f8 00 ADFS DB62 no yes E6m0 

Compact 3'11 D863 no yes 16 W 
PmVJn EBI EPROM only SU.50 Gemng Into Wordw~se Plus D864 yes yes E6 WI 
Easyword , DB22 yes yes C750 ADFS D865 no ges E6 W 
Elect~on c 3  DE22 no yes f9.50 Compact 3% D066 no gm f6 00 
Videobase DB24 yes yes f6.00 Genuig Into S~deways M DB61 gm ps &.M 
Dehverq DB25 ges yes E7 50 ADFS DB68 no ges t6.00 
Easy Font DB26 yes yes flOW 
ADFS DB39 no yes f12 W Compact 3% DB69 no yes E600 
Compact 3lIr DB44 no yes DB68 DB69 
ADFS Menu DB27 yes yes E12 00 Cenmg Into Pascal DBlO yes yes f6.00 ' Compact M , DB31 no yes El4 00 ADFS DB7l no -S ES.00 
G n p h c s  pack 2 ' a ' DB28 yes yes $10 00 Compad 3lh DB12 no , , £600 

Adventure Spec~al  DB13 yes yes £2000 
ADFS DB34 yes gm f10.00 ADFS DB14 M yes f l5  00 
Compact 3'h DB38 no yes S12 00 Compact 31/~ DB75 no yes UQ.00 
Electron t 3  DE38 no yes S12 00 Graphics Special D176 yes yes f15.00 
Colour Ikon D836 yes yes £600 ADFS D071 no yes n5.W 
A&B Blhhognphy DB40 yes yes f15,W Compact 3 h  DB18 no yes El5 W 
ADFS D853 no yes E15.W 

All the d~sk based products ~n our tables are avarlable from Compact 3% D154 no yes El5 00 Dlsk User h e  DUI yes yes E295 
D~sk User Reader Services. Just fill In the order form w ~ t h  
the appropriate product number and track format 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 
(6 issues) L13.72 UK L21.60 Europe t21.70 Middle 
East L23.20 Far East f22.W Rest of the World 
($32.00 USA) 
Airmail rates provided on request 

Back Issues 
Disk User One 
-SOLD OUT but available a a software product, floppy 
d~sk and laerset manual. See the Software Sale this issue 
to order your copy. 

In Disk User Two: 
Anb! - sci-fi strategy game Expert investigator - edit. 
search and recover data Word Wars - create your own 
puzzles Automatic Disk Catalogue Utilities Mode 7 
machine code - tltles and animatlons Software 
Manager - database manager for your did collection 
Guide to essential games on drsk Operating with 
OSWORD Which RAM disk! 

Binders 
Organise and protect your 
disks with Disk User disk 
binders and data disks 

and protect, your program disks. And we've produced 
special Disk User data disks to match. The Disk 

User logo immediately identifies your Disk User program 
disks and there's room to title them and document the 
relevant magazine details. 
Prices are as follows: 
Disk User disk binder f4.95, which includes all postage 
and packaging 
Order product number BDAUI 
Disk User disk b~nder including 10 Disk User data disks 
f9.95, which includes all postage and packaging 
Order product number BDAUZ 

MB Software 
Master Copy 

- - 

SPECIAL OFFER 
Copying between DFS and ADFS can be an awkward 
process. Master Copy takes you through a simple question 
and answer session and traps any poss~ble errors to make 
any conversion process a smooth one. Files are copied 
quickly through the intelligent use of available RAM. 
SAVE f5.00 with this special offer. Just order product 
number ROAB7. Prices: f 10.95 

Why m keep your Disk User program collect~on 
alongside your rnagazlnes in a stylish Disk User disk 
binder?The binder contains 10 disk sleeves to organise. r m m I I I I I I I I I I I I I I r 1 

,I SOFT SALE ORDER FORM I 
I PRODUCT CODE NUMBERS I I 

Ed ~ o ~ ~ h u m  D041 
M& ; UnLnes D012 
M r c a m a p  l11 DB20 DB28 DB35 
Comba! Zone DB21 D832 

PROGRAM m t E  BBC B/B+ MSTR 128 COMPACT ELrCFRON 
Globa! h e w  DBOl D916 D933 DE06 
G r a p h  Pack I D003 DBll  D931 DEOl 
Ikon Canes DB19 
M~ls~cian DB06 
Ventwesates D B I  

Prxwn EB1 
Easvvord D022 DE22 
V~deobase DB24 
Dehven DB25 
Easj Font D026 DB39 DB44 
ADfS Menu DB21 DB31 

I 
I 
I 

Graphics pack 2 D B B  DB34 D938 DEyl 
Colou Iimr DB36 
A&B Btbliography DB40 DB53 DB54 
Stansna DB4l DB42 DB43 
Games Compendium 1 DB45 DE45 
Rome M ~ c e  D846 
G r a p h  Consh Set D049 DB50 DB51 
Compan IW DBSZ 
Blbhoqrapky Uwade DBSS 
Master Dnlv DB56 D057 
Adr8'81 DB58 DB59 DBM) 
Gemng lnto Assembler DB61 DB62 DB63 
Gemng lnto Wordmse 
Plus DB64 DB65 D066 
Gemng lnto S~dnngr 
RRM DB61 D968 DB69 
Genlng Into Pascal DBlO DBII DB12 
Advenhw Spec~al D913 DBl4 D975 
Graph~cs Spend DB16 DB7l DBT8 
Skywatcher DB19 DB80 D981 
Dlsk User One DUI 

....................................................................................................................................... I Name I 
.................................................................................................................................................. .. 

I Address I ...................................................................................................................................... 

.................................................................................................................................................... 
I Postcode I - I Signed ............................................................................................................................................. 

I ...................................................................................................................................................... 
) Date 

I 
................................................................................................................................................ I - ...................................................................................................................................................... 

I I enclose a chequelpostal order made payable to ASP for 
L. ............... 

I Please complete the form in block capitalsand send it with your remittance to Software Sale, Reader 

I Services, 9 Hall Road, Marylands Wood Estate, Hemel Hempstead, H e m  HP2 7BH. P I :  0442 21 1882. 
You can direct technical enquiries about software to Phoenix Software on 0733 53355. f 
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Dov S Rosner 

FULLY 
FUNCTIONAL 
Have you ever needed to use the same routines 
again and again? We have the answer... 
The Disk Functions Library is a must 
for any beginner or advanced pro- 
grammer writing routines in BASIC; 
it provides the most useful and com- 
mon.facilities you will need for using 
disk drives and disk files within your 
programs without the need to waste 
tinie flipping through pages of a 
manual. 

The procedures are real time 
savers for beginners unable to find 
get to grips with the tangle of OS 
calls and such lurking inside the 
BBC Micro. 

These functions will work on all 
BBC micros - most of which are 
compatible with both DFS and ADFS 
filing systems, others are filing sys- 
tem specific, meaning they will not 
work on both filing systems. In such 
cases, I have tried to provide routines 

_ for both, and you should select 
between them with the help of a 
third routine which detects which 
filing system you are using. 

Using the functions 
The function lines start at BASIC line 
30000. You can renumber these of 
course, but with this way it is very 
easy to add them to the end your 
own programs, which aren't likely to 
be longer than 30000. 

Enter and save the library as 
"6.Library". (if you use ADFS, you 
will have to create a directory called 
"B" using *CDIR B. 

To merge a library to your own 
program, type the following 4 lines: 
LOAD "B.LibraryV *SPOOL Library 
LIST *SPOOL 
A file called Library will be saved to 
disk. To append the function library 
to a program (eg a program called 
"my-prog"), type in: 
LOAD "my-prog" 
*EXEC Library 

Listing your program will show 
the library appearing at the end, 
starting at line 30000! 

These functions do not use global 
variables (with the exception of 2 
routines); This means, that the vari- 
ables in your program are not 

changed, even if the same variable 
names are used. This is achieved 
using the LOCAL definition which, 
when, once declared, will save the 
va.lues of a.ll external variables, and 
create a new set of them for use 
inside our own functions. 

When a function is terminated, 
the original values are retrieved. 

Some routines call other routines. 
This means that if you need only 
some of the functions, make sure 
you add only the functions that are 
needed by the routines you require. 

You may rewrite the routines so 
that they occupy less memory, by 
making variable names shorter, 
deleting extra spaces and compac- 
ting lines. 

Sonie routines need entry para- 
meters, these are values needed to 
be declared before you go into the 
routine in order to set up values and 
so on. Although they may look tech- 
nical, they really are quite simple 
really. 

fsp$ is the sorting variable set 
aside for a filename. This must stick 
to filename guidelines as stated in 
your DFS/ADFS manual. 

trk% represents a track number. 
On a DFS disk, this may be between 
0-39 or 0-79 depending on whether 
you use 40 or 80 track drives. On an 
ADFS disk this may be between O- 
159 on an 80 track disc drive. 

sec% represents the sector num- 
ber. This is between 0-9 on a DFS 
disk and 0-1 5 on an ADFS disk. 

unit% reflects the number of 
sectors. This must be within 1-1 0 on 
a DFS system and 1-1 6 on an ADFS 
disc. 

addr0/0 is the memory address, 
used in the load/save sectors/tracks 
routines. This space is best allo- 
cated by using the DIM command 
(see the BASIC manual). There are 
two important things to note here: 
The number must not be surrounded 
by brackets, and there must be a 
space between the variable name 
and the number. The nurrrber is 
calculated by: 256 * sectors- l. 

For example, if you wish to load 5 
sectors from disk, you would need 
5*(256)-l= 1279 bytes, so you will 
define: 
DIM memory% 1279 

To load five sectors you would 
use: 
err% = FNload - sectors(3,2,5, 
memory%) 

This line will be explained later, 
but for the moment have a look at 
the last two numbers - they are 5 
(which is the number of sectors to 
load), and the memory variable 
memory%. 

handle% When opening a file it is 
assigned a value by the filing system; 
eg f%=OPENlN("a-file"). in this 
case, the handle of "a-file" is f%. 

load% Represents the load ad- 
dress for a file, ie the address at 
which it will be used if it is loaded 
with *LOAD or *RUN. This can be in 
the range O-&FFFF. Some areas of 
memory are unsuitable for loading in 
a program so please be careful (see 
the BBC user guide regarding the 
PAGE command). 

exec0/0 is the execution address 
for a file, ie. if a file is loaded using 
*RUN, the computer will jump to the 
specified execution address (see the 
BASIC manual for the *RUN com- 
mand). 

from% is used only in the FN 
read-filenames function, I'll get 
onto this in a rrrinute. 

The library routines 
FNwhich-drive - DFS+ADFS 

This function returns the current 
drive number. This is set using the 
*DRIVE <drive no> command in the 
DFS, or *MOUNT <drive no> on the 
ADFS. The routine is used by other 
routines. (load & save sectors) so if 
you want to use a selected drive you 
can use the above * commands to 
set it. 
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FNwhich-fs - DFS+ADFS 
As I mentioned earlier, this can be 

a very useful function as it makes it 
possible to identify the current filing 
system. This function returns a string 
which is an abbreviation of the filing 
system name for example: 
CFS1200 is the Cassette filing sys- 
tem (CFS) at 1200 baud (fast tape 
loading), whilst CFS300 is the same 
at 300 baud (slow speed). 

Others include: 
RFS ROM filing system. DFS Disk 
filing system. NFS Econet filing sys- 
tem. TFS Telesoft filing system. IFS 
IEEE filing system. ADFS ADFS. 
none No filing system found. FNfile 
-type(fsp$) - DFS+ADFS 

This function tests the type of a 
given filename. The result is 0 if no 
.file was found, 1 if the file exists or 2 
if it is a directory. 
FNsectors - DFS only - - 

This returns the number of sec- 
tors on a DFS disk; each sector rep- 
resents 256 bytes (4 sectors= 1 K). 
This works on DFS only, so a check 
should be made with FNwhich-fs 
before it is called. 
FNdfs-load-sectors(trkO/~,secO/~, 
unit0/0,addr0/o) - DFS orlly FNadfs- 
load-sectors(trk%,secO/~,unitO/~, 
addr0/0) - ADFS only 

These simply load unit% sectors, 
starting at track <Bl%>trk0/~ and 
sector sec%, to the memory 
location specified by addr0/0. 

For example, to load from track 4 
sectors 2 and 3 and print an error if 
one occurs, you may use -something 
like this: 
DIM memory0/0 51 1 
err% = FN load - sectors(4,2,2, , 

memory%) 
IF err% 'THEN PRINT"error";errO/~. 
FNdfs-save- sectors(trkO/~,sec%, 
unit0/0,addr0/o) - DFS only FNadfs 
- save-sectors(trkO/~,secO/~,unitO/~, 
addr0/0) - ADFS only 

These functions are generally the 
opposite of the above - they save 
sectors from memory to disk. 
FNdfs- load- track(trk0/0,addr%) - 
DFS or~ly Ndfs-save- track(trk0/0, 
addr0/0) - DFS only FNadfs-load- 
track(trk0/0,addr%) - ADFS only 
FNadfs- save- track(trk0/0,addr%) 
- ADFS or~ly 

To simplify loading and saving 
whole tracks, these commands may 
be used. They use the external func- 
tions FNwhich-fs, FNdfs-load- 
,sectors (FNadfs-load -sectors for 
a DFS disk) and FNdfs-save- 
sectors. The minimum memory 
allocated for these calls is 2559 
bytes for a DFS, disk, and 4095 
bytes for an ADFS disk. 
FNfiles - DFS only 

Sometimes it is important to find 
the number of files saved to a DFS 
disk dye to the limit of 31 files on a 

catalogue. (the standard). The exter- 
nal function FNload-sectors is 
used, and if no error occurred, then 
the number of files are returned. If an 
error occl-~rred, a value of &FF is 
returned. 
FNdfs-free-space - DFS only 
FNadfs-free-space - ADFS only 

On some types of programs, it is 
convenient to inform the user how 
much space is on the disk. (For 
example, for a database program, 
the user should be informed how 
many records can be stored on a 
disk). The value returned represents 
the number of free sectors. 
PROCupdate(handle%)- DFS+ 
ADFS 70 

The BBC micro has a 256 byte 
memory buffer for each file open, 
When this buffer is full (or if you try to 
access a location on 'the disk not in 
the current buffer), it is updated. It is 
also updated after a CLOSE# com- 
mand (see the User Guide). 

This means 'that pressing BREAK 
without previously closing the open 
files, may lead to loss of data. To 
avoid this, PROCupdate will ensure 
that the latest copy of the memory 
buffer is saved. If handle% is as- 
signed, a handle number of an open 
file will be updated, alternatively 
PROCupdate(0) will update all open 
files. 
FNadfs-read-filenames - ADFS 
only 

This function reads the filenames 
on the current directory and puts 
them into an array. Before calling 
this routine, you must declare in your 
program: 
DIM fname$(50) 
The files will be loaded into this 
array, from the first position. The 
value returned by the call is the num- 
ber of files read - this will work on 
DFS disks but has many limitations, I 
have written the next function to do 
the job better. 
FNdfs- read-filenames - DFS only 

There are four differences be- 
tween this call and the previous one. 
It is DFS orlly compatible, it is much 
faster, it will read all of the filenames 
from the disk from all directories, 
and the directory letter is assigned 
to the filename (ie "E.file"). 

Before calling this routine, you 
!must make some space in order to 
put the filenames somewhere: 
DIM fname$(30) 

Files will be loaded into this array, 
froni the. first position. The call 
returns the number of files read, or - 
1 if an error occurred. F~~nctions 
used with this function are FNfiles 
and FNload-sectors. 
FNdisk-title - DFS+ADFS 

This is a favourite of mine! It is 
possible that you will change your 
disk, and you will therefore try to 

write to an open file that doesn't 
exist! If this is the case, it is possible 
to check that it is the same disk as 
before, when a read or write oper- 
ation is required. Using this function, 
the disk title is returned as a string. 
FNread-load(fsp$) - DFS+ADFS 
FNread-exec(fsp$) - DFS+ADFS 
FNread-size(fsp$) - DFS+ADFS 

These three functions return 'the 
load address, the execution address 
and the size of a program. If the 
specified file does not exist on the 
disk, an error message will be dis- 
played and the program will stop. 
PROCwrite- load(fsp$,loadO/~) - 
DFS+ADFS 

These two procedures write both 
the load and the execution address 
of a file respectively. If the file is 
locked, then these procedures will 
not work. 
FNdfs-write-count - DFS only 
FNadfs-write-count - ADFS only 

Every operation performed on a 
disk (eg saving a file) is recorded. 
This function reads the total times 
the disk has been written, and can 
be used in a similar manner to 
FNdisk-title. FNfile-locked(fsp$) 
- DFS+ADFS If a file is locked a 

value of TRUE is returned, other- ,,/ 

wise the result of the call is FALSE. If 
the specified file does not exist then 
a message will be displayed. 
FNadfs-read-directory - ADFS 
only 

This function reads the directories 
on the current directory into a global 
DIM declaration. Before calling this 
routine, you must declare in your 
program: 
DIM dir$(50) 
The directory names will be loaded 
into this array, from the first position. 
The value returned by the call repre- 
sents the number of directories read. 

A final word 
Advanced users note! BBC B 

owners using the Solidisk ADFS 2.1 
2012 (and maybe later versions too) 
should be aware that there is a bug 
in the ROM. It does not run OSFILE 
correctly with A=2 or A=3. (it should 
have written the load address only 
for A=2, and write the execution 
address only for A=3, but it writes 
the other address as &0000). 

This means that users with the 
faulty ADFS ROM cannot use the 
procedures PROCwrite- load and 
PROCwrite-exec. This bug is not 
present on the Acorn ADFS 1.30 
which executed these 2 procedures 
correctly. 

I hope you will find most (if not all) 
of the functions and procedures 
useful, happy programming! 
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Cheats for 1987's FLOPPY top disk games! I 4 I 

FUN! 

Once again this column sends out a this column will provide you, every Superior Software's Palace of Magic, 
plea - so far in Floppy Fun we've two months, what seems most app- together with some cheat programs 
looked at classic games on disk, ropriate from the material to hand, to allow you to explore all of the 
supplied a few useful pokes and but I would value your thoughts. game fully. Naturally, after the com- 
tracked down a great Repton 3 map Coming up next issue, for ex- pel:i,tion has closed! 
printer, but what else would you ample, will be a complete solution to 
like? 

Until a clear consensus appears, 

* .. 6 B Success - at last! 
Go for the burn 

You're a brick! Some of 'my favourite games play~ng 
Thrust from Superior (a sin!) was moments of the year were spent P Most requested cheats of the year another hot favourite bu the com- with Ravenskull, , A Superior Soft- 

were for Peter Johnson's excellent bination of tricky gravity and con- ware classic written by by Martin 
arcade conversion Arkanoid from stant dexterity requlred got the Edmondson and Nicholas Chamber- 
Superior Software. better of manv of vou (me too! - Ed.) la~n , . - . . . . 

'rhe most simple cheat gives you Graham ~ e i t c h  comes to the res- Here on Disk User are the maps 
infinite lives, so Graham Veitch's cue again with a short program to the four levels- just cycle through 
short program does just that. Simply allowing you infinite fuel, infinite lives the quartered maps and return to the 
RUN it and then CHAIN the first and the option to jump to any level - game if you never completed it. It's 
Arkanoid program. keep them coming in Graham. still a real winner. 

- 
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your BASIC drawing routines. 
Anyone interested in graphics can 

take advantage of our graphics 
special offer, which includes QUICK- 

I 3D GRAPHICS 
ICON DRAWING PACKAGE 
LOGO DESIGNER 
AND MUCH MORE! 

QUICKSTEP DEMO Order product number DB76 for 
VICES section. QUICKSTEP is an the DFS version or DB77 if vou 

Just one of the software packages animation suite which provides a prefer an ADFS original. See SER- 
available this issue from our SER- professional machine code finish to VICES for full details. 

Michael Spalter 

Character Editor 
This utility will either display the VDU 
23 commands for all current charac- 
ters or allow you to edit any of them 
on a large grid. To list the codes, 
type 'L' from the sub-menu and then 
enter the character you wish to start 
from. 

The character editor is selected 
by typing 'E' from the sub-menu. All 
current characters will be displayed 
on a grid and a prompt will appear in 
a box on the bottom right of the 
screen asking "Character:" To this 
you enter the ASCll code of the 
character you wish to edit as it 
appears on the grid above. Charac- 
ters with ASCll values less than 32 

cannot be edited. Once the number 
has be typed in, that box will be filled 
with a list of each key's function. The 
character is edited by means of 
moving a cursor around a large grid 
sub-divided into 64 cells, and filling 
or clearing the relevant cell(s). The 
function of each key is as follows: 
zx:/  
These control the movement of the 
cursor around the grid which are left, 
right, up and down respectively. 
v 
 his will display the VDU23 code for 
the current character just above the 
grid. This display is non-interactive 
and needs to be pressed every time 
the code is required. 

S 
This will save characters 224-255 to 
disk, after you have entered a suit; 
able filename (less than 8 letters 
long). 
E 
This exits back to the program sub- 
menu. , 

<RETURN> 
This key will fill the cell ouer which 
the cursor lies at the time. If the cell 
is already filled, nothing will happen. 
<SHIFT> 
This key does the opposite of the 
above, ie clears a cell. 
<ESCAPE> 
This will return you to the start of the 
program, to edit another character. 
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00ml3 
TO ADVERTISE IN  THIS 
NEW SECTION - RING 

MARK LINACRE ON 01 -437 0626 

EACH DISK 100% CERTIFIED AT MANUFACTURER 
B S1/4" DSIDD and SSIDD Diskettes (Sleeves Included) 

Box of 10 - £4.99 10-99 - .38p each 
B S1/4" High Density AT Diskettes (Sleeves Included) 

Box of 1 0 - f 7.40 10-99 - .68p each 
3%" Diskettes DSfDD and SSIDD 

Box of 10 - £9.90 10-99 - .88p each 
CERTIFICATION: Every Dlskette a tested and cert~f~ed to be 100% error-free. 

All D~skettes are certif~ed to meet or exceed ANSl standards 
Includes Sleeves, wrlte protect tabs and re~nforced hub nngs 

* SPECIAL OFFER ON 1000 DlSKElTES OR MORE * PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE AND V.A.T. 

A.M.A. SHIPPING & TRADING CO. LTD. 
Regd. Office: 198 Belmont Road, Erith, Kent DA8 1LQ. 
Telephone: 03224 31771 - Telex: 8951 182 GECOMS G 

QuaOBty Dlisks 
Unbranded ~ i fe t i rne  Guarantee 

Qv. 10 25 50 100 200 
5.25" DS/DD 48tpi 5.70 1 1  -00 19.00 34.00 61 .OO 
5.25" DS/DD 96tpi 6.10 12.50 20.50 36.00 69.00 
5.25" HD 1.6Mb 16.00 36.00 70.00 130.00250.00 
3.5" DS/DD 135tpi 11.50 26.60 51.90 98.00 189.00 
3.5" SS/DD 135tpi 10.95 25.50 48.90 95.00 185.00 

Please Call for 200+ Quantity Discounts. 
5.25" l 0  Disk Plastic Lib. Casef  l .50/3.5" l0 Disk Plastic Lib. Casef l .30. 

All Disks supplied with Labels, 5.25" also have sleeves 
and write protects. Price inc. VAT & P&P (U.K.) 

Unbranded does not always mean poor quality, why not take advantage of our 14 day 
money back guarantee and try a trial psck of 10 disks. 

Credit Cards Welcome 
Telephone 0329 282083 (24 Hours) 

Cheques/PO to: Athene Consultants, Dept. (DU), 
33 Holly Grove, Fareham, Hants. P01 6 7UP. 

JOIN OUR NEW SECTION 
IN  'DISK USER' MAGAZINE 

- DISK LINK - 
Phone Mark Linacre 

on 
01 437 0626 for details 
of how you can use this 

space to market your 
products/services. 

dvertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards laid A down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do. The Few that 
don't we'd like you to write in about. 

And if  you'd like a copy of these rules for press. poster and cinema 
advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free. 

The Advertising Standards Authority. / 
we're here to put it right.)( 

ASA Ltd . Dept. Y. Brook House.Torr~ngton Place. London WCIE 7HN. 

Th~s space ~ s d o n a t e d  I n  t h e  ~ n t e r e s t s o f  h~gh stanclards ol a c l v e r t ~ \ ~ n g  

/ 
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ECIALI! 

February 1988 
51.50 

J FOR BBC MICRQ BBC MASTER & ELECTRON 
THE C LANGUAGE 

Three CS do bgttle I inside 



w can complete all the 
*me screens! 
All successful players will 
receive a superb portable 
radio with headphones 
(illustrated on the ri  v), o 

bad and a signed 
colourful  ono's Bagrng~o c 
c e r t i L e  
Closing Dc 30th Apr 

You are Bono, a friendly dragon residing in a pic.,.,,~ ==3oastle. 
As a shrewd businessdragon, keen on "nice littie m-, yw make 
your living by selling soap to the giant monsters who in the sea 

t surrounding the castle 

With the aid of your business partner, named m you produce the 
soap by collecting skeletons amongst the castle cawam and then 
boiling the bones in a cauldron. 

However, the castle cavernsarefraught with danger there are 
monsters who will kill you, spiders who will eat you a l e  and g l ~ k s  - 

who will block your path. It will pay you dividends 
perilous trapdoors and hidden volcanoes 

q+pr-;: =- A soap-opera not to be missea! 

OUR GUARANTEE 

Cassettes: S9.95 [a, BBC Electron) 
2dHOURTELEPHONE 

ANSWERINGSERVICE FOR ORDERS 


